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SUMMARY

Since 1976, the Department of Energy (DOE) has supported a variety of
programs and projects dealing with the exploration, development, and utilization of
geothermal energy. This report presents an overview of the environmental impacts
associated with these efforts. Impacts that were predicted in the environmental
analyses prepared for the programs and projects are reviewed and summarized,
along with measures that were recommended to mitigate these impacts. Also, for
those projects that have gone forward, actual impacts and implemented mitigation
measures are reported, based on telephone interviews with DOE and project
personnel.

In general, both predicted and actual environmental impacts of geothermal
projects were minor. In compari$on with most other energy technologies, fewer
impacts occurred, and those that did were usually not serious. Moreover, most
recommended mitigation measures were implemented and played an important role
in lessening the severity of impacts. This finding emphasizes the importance of
early environmental analysis and planning with subsequent monitoring and
verification.

An accident involving spills of geothermal fluids was the major environmental
concern associated with geothermal development. Other important considerations
included noise from drilling and production, emissions of H2S and cooling tower
drift, disposal of solid waste (e.g., from H2S control), and the cumulative effects of
geothermal development on land use and ecosystems. Mitigation measures were
frequently recommended and implemented in conjunction with noise reduction; drift
elimination; reduction of fugitive dust, erosion, and sedimentation; blowout
prevention; and retention of wastes and spills. Monitoring to resolve uncertainties
was often implemented to detect induced seismicity and subsidence, noise, drift
deposition, concentrations of air and water pollutants, and effects on groundwater.

The document contains an appendix, based on these findings, which outlines
major environmental concerns, mitigation measures, and monitoring requirements
associated with geothermal energy. Sources of information on various potential
impacts are also listed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1976, the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration [now the
Department of Energy (DOE)1 Division of Geothermal Energy [now the Geothermal
and Hydropower Technologies Division (GHTD)1 established a number of programs
intended to encourage the exploration, development, and use of geothermal energy.
The programs focused on (1) various forms of geothermal energy (hydrothermal,
hot dry rock, and geopressured geothermal subprograms), (2) geothermal
exploratory drilling, and (3) geothermal loan guaranties to assist commercial
development. In conjunction with these programs and their associated projects, a
series of programmatic and site- or area-specific environmental documents was
prepared to ensure protection of the environment and satisfy the requirements of
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The documents were either
prepared or reviewed by technical staff members of Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) and represent more than six years of experience by GHTD and ORNL in
dealing with environmental concerns related to geothermal energy.

In the light of this experience, there is a need to synthesize and assess the
NEPA environmental assessments (EAs) and subsequently implemented monitoring
and mitigation. Such an effort would provide a comprehensive perspective on
environmental concerns to assist in future programmatic planning and technology
transfer to both the public and private sectors. The work was conducted in three
phases. In Phase I, the existing environmental analyses were reviewed for predicted
environmental impacts and recommended mitigation and monitoring. Phase II
entailed an update on the status of currently active site-specific projects. Phase III
was a survey to ascertain actual impacts and implemented mitigation measures for
projects that have gone forward. In addition to the results of these three phases, the
current document includes a discussion of actual project impacts and, in Appendix
B, a summary outline of environmental concerns.
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2. APPROACH

The review and .evaluation was conducted by.a multidisciplinary team at ORNL.
In Phase I, both programmatic and site- or area-specific environmental documents
were reviewed (Table 2.1). The· documents cover projects located in seven western
states, two south-central states and the eastern piedmont and coastal plain region,
providing broad, representative geographical coverage of geothermal resources in
the United States.

The reslllts of. the review are reported in Sect. 3by subject area. To avoid
unnecessary repetition, impacts discussed in programmatic documents are either
summarized separa.tely as· generic impacts or integrated with a discussion of
project-specific impacts. Refereneestoprogrammatic or site-specific environmental
analyses are indicated by numbers in brackets, which are keyed to the full citations
found in Appendix A. The presentation of results in the various subject areas varies
somewhat according to the nature.of the material.

The current status of projects· reviewed in Phase I.· was ascertained through
consultation with DOE staff in GHTD in Washington, D.C., and in the DOE San
Francisco Operations Office (SAN). Individuals contacted include the following:

• Pauline A. LaBrie, GHTD

• Denis J. Feck, GHTD

• Allan J. Jelacic, GHTD

• Gwendolyn K. Redding, GHTD

• David B. Lombard, GHTD

• Gerald Katz, SAN

• Martin W. Molloy, SAN

• Edward Dickenson, SAN

For the geopressuredgeothermal projects, managers for operating contractors were
also contacted, in conjunction with decommissioning verification performed for
GHTD. Details of the verification of.geopressure environmental impacts can be
found in Reed et al. (1983). The· results of Phase II are reported below in Sect. 4.2.

Individuals. contacted by~lephone to determine actual impacts and mitigation
measures for existing projects are given in.Table 2.2..The .results of this survey are
reported byproject.inSect.4.2. Section 5 presents (1) summaries of actual vs
predicted impacts and recommended mitigation measures and (2) .... generalizations
on environmental impacts of geothermal energy. References are cited in the text by
the author-date method, and .complete sources are given in the Reference list.
Environmental concerns are summarized in an outline presented in Appendix B.
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Table 2.1. Suminary titles of programmatic and site- or area-specific
environmental documents reviewed"

Programmatic/8Ubprogrammatic
Hydrothermal Subprogram, EIAJGE/77-2 '
Hot Dry Rock Subprogram; EIA/GE/77-6
Geopressure Subprogram, EIA/GE/77-3
Geopressure Subprogram, Frio formation, DOEIEA-0023
Geopressure Subprogram, Wilcox and Tuscaloosa formations (DOE 1979)
Geopressure Exploratory Drilling, eastern United States, DOElEA-0015

Geopressure Bite/area 8'J}eCi,fic project3
Pleasant Bayou, Texas; DOE!EA-0013
Sweet Lake, Louisiana,DOEIEA-0065
Gladys McCall, Louisiana, DOEIEA-"OI34
Dow Parcperdue, Louisiana (I)OE 1980)
LaFourche Crossing Prospect, Louisiana (DOE 1,978) .
Southeast Pecan Island Prospect, Louisiana (DOE 1979)
Blessing Prospect, Texas (DoE 1981) .

Hydrothermil Bite!area specific project3
Hawaii Well Flow Test (ERDA 1976)
Hawaii Research Station, DOEIEA-0071
Raft River Test Loop, Idaho, DOE/EA-0008
Raft River Pilot Plant, Idaho, DOEIEA-0090
Coso (China Lake) Well Test, California, DOE/EA-0036
Baca Ranch Demonstration Plant, New Mexico, DOEIEIS-0049
Marlin Direct Heat, Texas, DOElEA-0117
Heber Demonstration Plant, California, DOElEA-0119
Brady Hot Springs Food Processing, Nevada, EWGE/77~5
South Brawley Project, California, EWGE/77-7
Beryl and Lund Project, Utah, EIAIGE/77-8
Roosevelt Hot Springs Field Development, Utah (DOE 1978)
Westmorland Development Project, California, DOEIEA-0058
Oregon Trail Mushrooms, Oregon, DOEIEA-OI03
Northern California Power Agency (NCPA) No.2, California"
Rorabaugh Lease Development, California (DOE 1981)
Republic East Mesa (DOE 1979)
Boise District Heating (DOE 1981)

Hot dry rock speci,fic project
Fenton Hill, New Mexico, DOEIEA-0091

-Agency and date are given when documents are in drart or other
unnumbered form. Complete citations are in AppendixA.

bNorthern California Power Agency, NCPA No. 1! Geothermal Pmoer
Plant, Final Jqi,nt Environmental Study, March 1980.

"
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Table 2.2. Contacts made regarding environmental concerns
of existing DOE reothermal projects

i

Project(s)

Hawaii Research Station

Imperial Valley projects
(East Mesa, South Brawley,
Westmorland, Heber)

Geopressure projects
(Pleasant Bayou, Dow
Parcperdue, Sweet Lake,
Gladys McCall)

Fenton Hill

Brady Hot Springs

Marlin

Name

Gerald Katz
Susan V. Cook

Louis Lopez
Donald Thomas

Philip Shaffer

Claude M. Finnell

Harry Hanson

Kenneth Landau

Daniel Bell

Anthony J. Adduci
Jerald Scheinberg
William Holman
Richard Corbaley

Sean Haggerty

Patrick Welch

Virginia R. VanSickle

Myron H. Dorfman
Kenneth Gray

Kenneth H. Rea
Melvin L. McCorkle
GregNunz
Paul Franke
S. E. Reynolds
Joe D. Ramey

Oscar A. Simpson

Byron Donaldson

Estela Romo
Ralph G. Capurro

Robert D. Clarke
Marshall F. Conover

Affiliation

.DOE, San Francisco Operations
U.S. Department of Justice,

Washington, D.C.
University of Hawaii
University of Hawaii

Imperial County Planning
Commission, EI Centro, California

Imperial County Air Pollution
Control District, EI Centro, California

California Water Resources
Control Board, EI Centro, California

California Water Resources
Control Board, EI Centro, California

California Office of Historic
Preservation, Sacramento, California

DOE San Francisco Operations
DOE San Francisco Operations
DOE San Francisco Operations
California Division of Oil and

Gas, EI Centro, California
Bureau of Land Management

Menlo Park, California
Bureau of Land Management

EI Centro, California

Louisiana Geological Survey,
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

University of Texas, Austin
University of Texas, Austin

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos National Laboratory
New Mexico State Engineer
New Mexico Energy and Minerals

Development
New Mexico Environmental

Improvement Division
New Mexico Game and

Fish Department

DOE, San Francisco Operations
Nevada Department of Conservation

and Natural Resources

DOE, Las Vegas, Nevada, Operations
Radian Corp., Austin, Texas
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Table 2.2 (continued)

•Project(s) Name Mfiliation

Boise Geothermal Phillip Hanson City of Boise
.Carl B. Ellsworth City of Boise
Andrew Lermer City of Boise
Darrel Clapp Idaho Department of Natural Resources
Frank W. Childs EG&G Idaho Inc.
Susan M. Prestwich DOE, Idaho Operations
Larry M. Fettkether ' CH~ Hill Inc.-Boise "
Jerry Yoder Idaho Department of I{ealthand Welfare
Jack E. Kelly Anderson and Kelly. Inc.,

Boise, Idaho
.. Monte R. Richards . Idaho Fish and Game Department

NCPANo.2 James W. Whalen Northern California Municipal
.Power Corporation

Michael A. Argentine Northern California Municipal
Power Corporation

David M. Snetsinger California Water Quality Control
Board, North Coast Region

Sean Connally North Sonoma County Air Pollution
Control District

William J. Steeh North Sonoma County Air Pollution
Control District

Edward Dickenson DOE" San Francisco Operations
Theodore W. Wooster California Department of Fish and Game It
Robert C. Karfiol Pacific Gas and Electric,

San Ramon, California

',-.



3. REVIEW OF DOE GEOTHERMALNEPADOCUMENTS

3.1 PREDICTEDENviRONMENTAL'EFFECTS

3.1.1 Air Quality

3.1.1.1 Generic impacts

Air quality,·impacts of geothermal energy development may occur during well
:drilling arid:testing;construction of utilization >facilities, and operation of a :power
plant or processing facility. The potential effects of activities in DOE's geopressure,

"ihydrothermal,hotdryrock, and exploratory well drilling programs were described
,.generically in· environmental documents 'prepared for each program [2, 10, 12, 18].*
:With '; regard' to iairquality, potential impacts of activities .among these programs
'.were :similar.
" In some cases, impacts 'ofgeothermal energy differ qualitatively and
';quantitatively, from' those of other energy resources. In general, geothermal air
.quality impacts are considered more benign. Some impacts, however, are unique to
geothermal systems and . can be environmentally costly if unmitigated. Such
instances are noted in the discussion below.

Well'drllliJig ~ndtesiiD.g

'Dllringresourrleexploration, DO~'predicted minor. Impacts from gaseous
"emissions from,vehiclesand;equipment(e.g., diesel. generators), from fugitive, dust
from unpaved roads, and from movement of earth" during clearing and excavation 9f
a site. Such impacts.are not unique to ~eothermal projects. During well drilling and

,subsequent testing, air quality can be impac~d' by geothermal brine and steam
released to' theatmosPllere when the. "well is, vented.•'In most: hydrothermal and
geopressure sys~ms, gases' present in the 'brine/steam may be emitted. Gases'that
may be released include carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide,
methane, nitrogen, ammonia, and trace amounts of argon. hydrogen fluoride, ,. and
sulfur dioxide. Dissolved mineral salts of boron, mercury, and arsenic may also
(lccur ;(Hartley; J978).Hydrogen: sulfide is the 'principal air pollutant of concern
because of itsfrequentoecurrence in ,geothermal ,systems and its nuisance odor 'at
low..concentratio.ns' (between ',1 i and80ppb).Thepotential toxicity· at 'levels' above
10 "ppm was.alsomentioned in the EAs, Because ,.the composition and concentration
of these gases ,vary.among geothermal.resources, site':'specific chemical analyses are
necessary for impact prediction, often followed by modeling of transport" and
deposition; In addition ;to' the gases, uncontrolled high devels of water vapor emitted
duting well testing could affect the local climate, 'particularly in arid regions.

*Numbers .in. brackets ,refer, to ,various EAs, ,whose complete documentation is, given in
Appendix A. Other references and sources are cited by the author~ate method, and the complete
source is given in the References. '
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Air quality impacts of energy extraction from hot dry. rock are minimal because
geothermal brine/steam is not produced. The composition of water injected into hot
dry rock reservoirs to produce steam or hot :water is controlled by the deyelpper and
should not contain the noncondensablegases li'stedabove. :' '. .

Facilities-eonstruction and use

Construction of geothermal facilities (e.g., power plant, transmission lines, and
:pipelines) causes impacts similar to' those, of.'construction during well', drilling and
testing (e.g.,' fugitive; dust, and, gaseous emissions). ,Air pollutants 'likely to ,result
from operation of geothermaL energy , facilities may arise from cooling tower
operation,intermittent,venting ,of production wells, and accidents. The ,quantity,of
pollutants emitted will vary according to the technology used (e~g.• open 'and closed
flash and binary cycles) (Nguyen et a1. 1980, 'Beeland a,ndBoies 1981).•Of .primary
concern are dissolved solids in cooling tower drift and hydrogen sulfide' in (the
geothermal brine/steam. Both potential pollutants are relatively' unique to
geothermal resource: development: the solids, because they reflect the chemistry of
the geothermal resource, including potentially toxic, salts of boron, mercury,. and
'arsenic; the hydrogen sulfide, because of its natural occurrence. Of lesser concern is
water vapor produced in cooling tower operation, which could affect the'local
climate. These impacts are more likely to occur as a result of hydrothermal and
geopressured geothermal resource utilization, rather than hot dry rock, fox: reasons
cited earlier.

Direct heat and processing applications of geothermal energy are expected to
produce little impact on air' quality except from venting of production wells and
from pipeline rupture or other accidents' that could release hydrogen sulfide to, the
atmos,phere.' ' , . ' ,

In most cases, air pollutants from development and utilization of 'geothermal
resources can be reduced to levels at which there will benosignifieant
environmental impact. Measures to accomplish this are discussed in Sect. 3.2.1: '

3.1.1.2, Site-specific impacts

·A review 'of site-specific, environmental documents indicated that air quality
impacts ,from specific geothermal 'projects were predicted to be minor, short..term,
and insignificant for most projects assessed. The,nature and severityofsite.;;specific
air ,quality impacts depended on the nature of the geothermal'resource,: the
utilization processes and facilities employed, and the 'mitigation:measures
implemented.

A ,summary of predicted air -quality impacts for, specific projects is preseritedin
Table 3.1. ,The following discussion highlights certain ,aspects, of the air quality
impact analyses. , ' _

Of the geothermal loan guaranty projects reviewed, the proposed powerplarits in
the'Geysers area of northern California (Rorabaugh and NCPANo.,2LQan
Guaranty projects) had the greatest potential for air impacts because of the
relatively high concentrations of hydrogen sulfide occurring in the resource. All loan

•
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Table.M Summary of air quality impacts predicted forDoElreotbermal projects

Gaseous emiS8ions

.Cooling tower drift

Particulates .

Fugitive dustCombustion emissionsNoncondensable gases

Projects for
which impact
was predicted

Project phase
resulting in
impact

Degree of
. impact

Mitigation
available

All, ex~thot;
dry rock projects;
greatest-potential
for impact in
Hawaii and the
GeyBers area of .
Californla (NCPA and
Rorabaugh projects)

Well testing; .
well venting during
power plant operation;"
accidents .

Noticeable; but not
.toxic, levels of HzS:· .
nuisance odor -.
detectable

. Several HzS
abatement technolOgies
available

An

Well drilling;
Wente8ting;

_construction

Minor, short-term,
-and insignificant

MOdem vehicles and
equipment with pollution
eontrol devices

All~low

- probability ill
humid areas
such as Hawaii,
Texas, or
Louisiana

Well drilling;
construction

Minor, short-term,
insignificant .

Spraying with
water or chemical
retardants; graveling
unpaved roads

Baca, Heber,
Raft River, Hawaii,
Rorabaugh, SOuth
Brawley, East Mesa,
Westmorland, NCPA,
Beryl and Lund, 
Roosevelt Hot Springs

Power plant
operation

Potentially damaging
to vegetation; eanbe
significant if
unmitigated

Drift eliminators
may be installed

AD, except hot
dry rock; greatest
potential for
impact in power
plant projects

Well testing
(venting);
power plant
operation
(cooling tower
plume)

Potentially ,
significant in 
arid climates;
usually minor and
insignificant

Use dry or wet/dry
towers where
practieal

~-----------------------------------------------------
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guaranty projects were predicted to have slight construction and drill-site
preparation impacts resulting from fugitive dust.

The Baca and Heber 5O-MW power plant .demonstration projects of the
hydrothermal program received the most thorough air ,.q~ality·impact assessments
of all DOE environmentalprojects.\ Air quality modeling was performed for the
Baca project to predictincreasesJn ambient concentrations of hydrogen sulfide. The
results from the Baca' modeling [7] indicated an insignificant increase in hydrogen
sulfide concentration at the reservation boundary, assuming atmospheric conditions
that would neither encourage nor discourage "ertical motion. Violations of ambient
standards were not expected. For Heber, an at~ospheric dispersion model was used
to provide estimates of fog and drift deposition' from cooling tower operation. Those
results [9] indicated that drift eliminators (0.008% drift loss or less) would prevent
significant impacts 'froni-increased salinity from ··drift deposition during the first
five years of plant operation when the total· dissolved solids (TDS) levels in the
cooling water would' not exceed 4000 ppm: Thereafter, TDS levels could increase to
20,000 ppm if agricultural return flow were used in the towers. Additional
mitigation measures may be needed to meet future prevention of significant
deterioration (PSD) Class II requirements for particulates.

Potential air quality impacts were also described for the Hawaii Geothermal
Well Test Flow[l] and the .Hawaii Geothermal Research Station [5] because of the
high concentrations of hydrogen sulfide and mercury in the resource. Nuisance
levels of hydrogen sulfide were expected during well testing and production at this
site, and monitoring of both hydrogen sulfide and mercury were recommended.

All projects of the geopressure, hot dry rock, and exploratory well drilling
programs were anticipated to have no significant air quality impacts, with only
minor, local, short-term impacts due to fugitive dust emissions during construction
and operation.

3.1.2 Noise

Noise is produced during well drilling and testing, construction of facilities,
facility operation, and accidents. In predicting environmental impacts due to noise,
consideration was given to the proximity of sensitive noise receptors, such as nearby
residents and wildlife. Noise-producing factors, in combination with existing noise,
could result in levels exceeding nuisance or pain-thresholds.

Construction- and drilling-related impacts (similar to those of oil and gas
drilling) predicted to result from noise produced by operation of vehicles and heavy
equipment would be dependent upon the duration ,. and nature of activity in each
phase, the time of day during which activity occurs, and the proximity of sensitive
receptors. The noise produced by the venting of geothermal steam at the well head
during well testing, and occasionally during production and facility operation,
sounds similar to that produced by a jet engine. Unmuffled steam venting is unique
to geothermal resource development and has the greatest potential for producing
significant noise 'impacts, averaging 100 decibels' (dB) at 15 m (50 ft) and
90 dB at 75 m (250 ft) (DOl 1973).

Predictions of total noise levels (including background) resulting from activities
of DOE's hydrothermal, geopressure, hot dry rock, and exploratory well drilling

•
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pr,ojects ranged fr<>m negligible to about 100 dB.Jn most cases, noise lev,els and
. " • 1.. ,", ,,' '.,- .. __ -: ,_:'," • ,. ... .. ,. .. ..

impact predictions were, ,based "on extrapolations; ,from known data, for noise-
producing equipment and activities~Forexample, modeling was ,performed to
estimate impacts of drilling at. the Pleasant Bayou geopressure well [l4].The
!nforntation ob~ainedfrom :this "study, was subsequently applied to impact
,predictions for other,geopressureprojects. "

Noise impacts for most DOK, projects were predicted to be minimal and
insignificant. Mitigation measures were recommended ", for. projects where sensitive
receptorsVVel"eidentified and/or, local 9r federal noise standards could be exceeded,
such as at the Rorabaugh Loan Guaranty project site in Sonoma County [34] and
the South Brawley project site in Imperial County, California [26].

The only potentially significant noise impact predicted for all projects was
expected to result from accidental unmuffled well venting, as in the ease of a well
blowout.

,3.1.3 Groundwater, Geology, and Soils

,3.1.3.1 ,Ge~eric impacts

,Groundwater

In its hydrothermal" geopressure, and hot pry rock programmatic ,environmental
assessments.[2, 10,13} DOE noted that contamination of freshwater aquiferscou~d
occur ," during ,geothermal well drilling and, testing, during productiop and facility
Qperation"and fr~m accidents. If, afresh",ater, aquiferUes above ~ geothermal
reservoir, improperly conducted drilling, withdrawal, and inje~tion could introduce
,contaminants to the aquifer. This ,contamination would occur if improperly
cemented well casings allow:edaccess ,to groundwater; rhecements"pipes, and
,cashlgs used in well drilling ., are, 'highly susceptible to deterioration in the high-
temperature, corrosive environment ,of geothermal brines. Similar contamination

,c(),uld ,also occur from' d~illingof 'oUl\-nd other:,nongeothermal wells,but the
contaminants" introduceq w:ould differ. Brine :pits" and other liquid;wa!;lte,storagepits
and ,ponds are anotherpoteI1tial,source'pf groupdwater contamination. ,Ifn,ot lined

"with' an impervious material, ,they' could generate leachate uniquely" characterized by
the' high dissolved , solids "concentrations '.• of geothermal brines,' and/or "toxic
co~stituents from drilling ,muds (e.g., barium), lubricants, ,or, other"Illaterials,stored
'in the pits or present in the brinejtself~ Such leachate could C()ntantinate shallow
groundw'ateraquifers, ,recharge areas,and soils. Because geothermal brine is.' not
pr()ducedin hofdq, r()Ckprojects, groundwater intpactsare more likely to result

',frominfiltration ;, due to surface spills and storage of drillingandlor other wastes, in
, iJnproperlylined pits. " " '" ' ,'. ' .

,In, addition ito thermal and chemical groundwater~ontamination, the
hydrothermal subprogrammatic environmental assessment [2] pointed out that the
availability ,of groundwater in some.projectareas.could be affected if interactions

'petwe.en the geothe~m~J reservoir, and shallowergi-oundwateraquifers .lowe:r the
level in the water-supply aquifer. Groundwater resources may also be depleted if
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they are used to supply makeup water for conventional, wet, cooling towers. In cases
where additional water is requiredtor~charge a geothermal reservoir, groundwater
supplies could be depleted, particularly in arid"western regions where 'groundwater
is appropriated and demand already exceeds ,recharge rates.' "

Accidents also present a potential threat to, 'groundwater quality. A 'casing
., . ~ .

failure, a subsurface, blowout,' or a major'" spill could contaminate the soil" arid
shallow groundwater with geothermal bririe,tenderingit' unsuitable for potable or
()theruses. The extent of contaminationwollld depend on the volume' arid quality of
geothermal fluid that enters"freshwater 'aquifers 'and the duration of theaecident.
Blowouts are more 'likely" to' occur' ingeopressured'geothermal drilling because 'of' the
nature of the resource. '

Geology and soils

Geothermal exploration, development, and utilization involves the disturbance of
both surface and underlying geological features. In fact, the existence" and nature of
the geothermal resource itself is the result of unique geological conditions in a
particular area. Well drilling and testing, geophysical surveys, construction, and
production of geothermal fluids during resource applications could," result in
environmental impacts due to erosion, induced subsidence, and induced seismicity.
Depletion of the geothermal resource is also an impact of geotbermalenergy
development. ,

Though not unique to,geothermal resource development, erosion and landslides
are potential problems, especially in areas of high relief. Landslides promote easing
failure as well, endangering groundwater resources. Iii particularly arid regioIls,
wind-induced erosion has been predicted to be additive to that which is water
induced.

Subsidence may be induced by the withdrawal of geothermal fluids (which
removes the fluid foundation of the overlying rock)~ if withdrawal exceeds recharge.
Because of the large amount of fluids removed for geothermal applications, the
potential for induced subsidence' is an important consideration during impact
assessment. Generic documents prepared by the DOE for its hydrothermal and
]~eopressure programs [2, 13ldescribed the 'potential for induced subsidence based'on
data regarding geological features and the nature of the geothermal resource 'in
each development region. Hot-water-dominated geothermal reserVoirs, such as those
of the Imperial Valley in California, are believed to be most susceptible to induced
subsidence, though data necessary to affirm this prediction are still'being tabulated.
Impacts of induced subsidence in the lmperial Valley would be more serious than in
other geothermal development area.sbecauseof the sensitivity of agricultural
activities,' pa.rticularly irrigation, to changes in topography. Impacts of subsidence in
geopressured zones could include the eonversionof low..;lying farmland to marsh 'and
an upset of the ecological balance of existing wetlands. Because hot,diy-rock
reserVoir development involves no removal of subsurface fluids, the riskof induced

. subsidence is minimal.
Induced seismicity (and danger of triggering earthquakes) was pre~icted 'as a

possible' oCcurrence a.t some 'geothermal ~ development locations, esPecially regions

•

..
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with preexisting fractures and zones of weakness and. those of general seismic
instability. Reinjection of geothermal fluids for reservoir-pressure maintenance (and
prevention of induced subsidence) was reported as the most likely cause of induced
seismicity, but only if very .large volumes of fluid are injected under relatively high
pressures into active fault systems. Such conditions may also occur during injection
of fluid into hot dry rock reservoirs. Accurate records of injection rates, pressures,
times, etc., are necessary to allay public concerns regarding the relationship of
injection and naturally o~curring seismicity. Although induced subsidence and
induced seismicity can result from nongeothermaldrillingand extraction, the
volume of fluid involved in geothermal activities may increase the potential for
significant effects.

3.1.3.2 Site-specific impacts

The following discussion focuses on noteworthy site-specific impacts reported in
Table 3.2.

Groundwater

Impacts to groundwater quality due to DOE's geothermal resource development
and utilization projects were foreseen as minor and insignificant except in the ease
of accidents. Quantitatively, the availability of groundwater for consumptive use in
geothermal operations was mentioned as a concern in arid western locales where
water rights and appropriation are important issues. For the Raft River Geothermal
Test Loop and Pilot Plant in Cassia. County, Idaho [3, 6], concern was expressed
regarding possible lowering of the~water tables during well testing because of
connections between the shallow freshwater aquifers and the geothermal reservoir.
Reduction of productivity·· tromnearby wells was predicted to be;a consequence and
a potentially significant impae~Similarconcerns were raised for the CU-l Venture
Loan Guaranty project at Beryl and Lund, Utah [27], and the Fenton Hill Hot Dry
Rock Project Expansion and Operation in Sandoval County, New Mexico [11], where
groundwater is also scarce.

For the Hawaii Geothermal Well Flow Test [1] the possibility of saltwater
encroachment was considered. Eneroacliment can occur if saltwater exists
underneath or adjacent to·freshwaterand if there is a general lowering of the
water table resulting fromwithdrawal.of geothermal fluid. In addition, the salinity
of production water could ris'e due· to. saltwater encroachment, creating a potential
for shallow groundwater contamination through unlined sumps.

For all projects, mitigation measures (Sect. 3.2) were recommended to offset
potential degradation of groundwater quality, and alternate sources of makeup
water were suggested to.eliminate the need· for consumptive use of groundwater in
locations having low recharge rates.



Table 3.2. Summary ot geolo«ical impacts predicted tor DOE geothermal projects

Projects for
which impacts
were predicted

Project phase
resulting in
impact

Degree of
impact

Mitigation
available

..

Erosion

All

Construction
(excavation,
grading, and
accidents

Minor, short-term,
and insignificant
if mitigation
measures are used

Good engineering
design and practices

Induced
subsidence

All, except
hot dry rock

Well testing;
power plant
operation
(accidents)

Potentially significant
for hot-water systems;
minor and insignificant if
mitigation and monitoring
are employed

100% reinjection of
withdrawn fluids and
adequate monitoring

Induced
seismicity

All

Well testing;
power plant
operation

Potentially significant
in seismically active
areas

Reinjection into
proper zones (depths)
and at optimum
pressure

•

Geologic
hazards

Earthquakes in
Imperial Valley arid
Geysers area; mudslides
in areas of steep
topography

All

Significant, but of
low probability

Good engineering design;
careful siting of
facilities

Groundwater
. contamination

All

Well drilling;
well testing; .
power plant
operation (accidents)

Potentially
significant in arid
regions of loW
recharge rates

Impervious liners for
storage pits;
adequate casing of
wells; use of
blowout prevention
equipment

..
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Geology and soils

Predictions of gradual reservoir' depletion were made for those DOE projects
involving substantial withdrawal, of geothermal fluids," such as the Heber [9] 'and
Baca [7] 5O-MWe'demonstration projects. An important consequence of such
depletion is its effect 'on surface manifestations'of geothermal activity such' as hot
springs or fumaroles. For the Baca 'project, hot springs in the Jemez Springs area
and the, Indian Springs'on the Jemez 'Pueblo· were,predicted to be affected by flow
depletion' as a', result of, geothermal reservoir production.' The possible impact of
geothermal development:at Coso' Hot Springs in California's Mojave Desert [4] was
also considered. In both cases, alteration of geothermal surface expressions could
negatively impact cultural resources of native Americans, who use these phenomena
in their religious practices and customs. Recreational uses or aesthetic qualities of
geysers and other geothermal attractions at national or state pa~ksmight also be
affected by reservoir depletion (Sect. 3.1.6).

'Induced subsidence resultirig from less than 100%' reirijection()f withdrawn
geothermal fluids was predicted, especially in hot-water-domhlated systems. DOE
Doted this potential in envIrorimental assessments of the Baca and Heber
demonstration projects, the South Brawley [26] and Roosevelt Hot Springs' [29]
geothermal (loan guaranty) projects, and 'the geopressure well drilling and testing
'projects in Texas and Louisiana. The common practice of reinjection into overlying
aquifers will not~ however, preveritsubsidence induced by reservoir depletion.
Baseline, operational, and postoperational monitoring were' recommended, in· all
cases to ensure' that: any induced subsidence would "be' detected before significant
impacts resulted. (Sect. 3.2:3) ,

Erosion' was seen as generally' an 'unavoidable consequence of' 'geothermal
developmentand'utilizatiori aCtivities, even direct heat applications and exploration
activities. 'In most cases, it was concluded 'that, with appropriate mitigatio'n, impacts
would be minor. Erosion and subsequent siltation'atthe Baca site were considered
as potentially significant because of effects on 'the water'quality and biotic
communities of the Jemez River (Sect. 3.1.4). ' . '

The likelihood 'of i~dtieedseismicityatDOE'sgeothermaFproject sites was
predicted to be slight, thougnmostofthe projects are, or will" be; located in
seismically active regi,ons. No specific predictions of induced Jseismicity were'made
for any project, because 'data on which to base, such predictions are lacking. Use of
"careful reinjection. techniques employed,at 10~pressuresandoptimum intervals was
recommended to minimize the potential for induced s~ismicity. ' '

Accidents, especially a geothermal well blowout, were' predicted to'result in an
uncontrolled flow of significant amounts of hot geothermal brine that' could increase
erosion, produce surface crateriJig, and damage the target reservoir locally.

3.1.4 Surface Waters and Aquatic Ecology

,Discussion of impacts on surface waters and aquatic ecosystems is more
thorough than for other subject areas because (1) more is known about many
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effects, (2) impacts often arise secondarily from other effects (e.g., subsidence or
erosion), and (3) impacts are potentially more serious in many cases. In addition,
there are enough important differences among the three major types ofgeothermal

'resources, and gross differences among their respective surface waters and aquatic
communities, to warrant separate treatment of the three major groups of .projects.
Separate consideration .is given,· therefore, to· projects in geopressured,
hydrothermal, and hot dry rock formations. For those impacts common to all three,
the discussion will be presented in the subsection on geopressured projects to avoid
repetition in later subsections. Reference will then be made in later subsections to
discussions on impacts in'thegeopressured subsection, as appropriate.

Geopressured projects

These pr,ojects are, or would be, sited along the coastal regions ,of Louisiana and
, ., . ..- '.'.- - - -.'

.Texas [13, 15, 22]. }»rojects in this' region,appear to have the greatest potential ..for
causing ,~ignificant. and possibly widespread impacts on surface water for. reasons
discussed,below. .

..The' EAs noted several. potential effects of construction activities of geopressure
projects (e.g., .site clearing. and leveling, canal dredging, and .construction of spoil
banks, production wells, disposal wells, storage ponds, and flood walls). Direct
:~estruction.ofaquatic habitat would. be limited to the immediate areas required for
.construction of drill-pads (0.4-'0.8 ha),reserve ponds for drilling wastes (0.04 ha),
and access roads or canals to the project sites. Because of the distances often
involved, the most important causes. of direct loss of habitat are likely to be
construction and dredging activities.usually associated with access roads or canals
to the well sites. Storm- and tide-induced runoff from construction and drilling
areas may.contain lubricants and other potentially toxic substances from vehicles,
equipment, and drilling mud. Water requirements for construction and drilling will
not be significant. Sources of supply probably would be surface waters fromne~rby

marshes. or bayous in wetlands or from groundwater in upland areas. The use of
surface waters could cauSe· some loss of aquatic organisms in the immediate ,area,of
an. intake through entrainment and impingement.

The EAs noted that dredging can have numerous indirect ecological effects,
reviewed in detail by Morton (1977). In general, levels of total suspended,solids
(TSS) do not exceed natural levels (20 to 200 ppm) beyond a distance of 32 m
.(105 ft) from the dredge (Macklin 1962). In the shallow marsh and estuarine
systems of th~ Frio areas, naturalTSS may be as high as, 500 ppm [22].
Consequently, the ecological effects of increased turbidity and siltation resulting
from dredging and other construction activities should usually be limited to the
vicinity of the cause of disturbance. This area could be sizeable in projects involving
road or canal construction.

Indirect adverse effects of dredging and other construction activities on aquatic
organisms (especially in canals, channels, and marsh areas along the coast)were

•
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predicted' in the EAsand are summarized below. Dredging remobilizes sediments
that in some areas contain fairly high concentrations of pesticides, herbicides, heavy
metals, and other toxic materials. These materials ma.y enter and concentrate in
aquatic food chains or .... affect organisms directly. Increased suspended solids and
siltation may also .

• reduce light penetration into. the water column and thus limit photosynthesis
and obscure vision of fishes;

• bury bottom-dwelling plants and animals or clog" or irritate' the feeding
apparatus of filter .feeders;

• abrade gills of fish, increasing susceptibility .to disease and toxicants; and

• kill fish at extremely high concentrations.

The EAs further noted that silt can

• smother eggs, larval fish, and benthic food organisms;

• reduce available substrates for periphyton and rooted plants;

• destroy spawning beds by covering gravel bottoms;

• fill pools, lakes, and wetlands, resulting in the loss of aquatic habitat; and

• interfere with human use of water by reducing the aesthetic quality of natural
water bodies a.nd by diminishing water quality for domestic and industrialuse.

Another .potentiai .'effect of construction noted, in theEAs is alteration of
,drainage and circulation patterns.and flow rates in the vicinity of the test well. This
e,ffect could .be. particularly· important in .·the coastal .Frio areas of .Louisiana .where
dredge and fill operations have a~ready permitted intrusions of saline water into
preyiously brackish or freshwater areas. The adverse ecological, effects of these
saline intrusions, and the effects of circulation. "changes induced by canals, spoil
banks, and levees, are <potentially severe, ranging from subtle .shifts in. species
composition to lowere4 productivity and then to complete ,destruction of coastal
wetlands (NewChurchet 'a1. 1978).

Once' drilling begins,.' ,drilling muds, hydraulic fluid, lubricants, and other
chemicals'(containing potentially toxic substances) .associated with the .wellhead and
other facilities' could contaminate nearby aquatic ecosystems through ,leakage, spills,
or floods. Sensitive flora and fauna could be killed, whiie less sensitive organisms
may suffer decreased growth and/or reproduction.

Land subsidence and accidental, uncontrolled releases of geopressured fluids
constitute the principal hazards to surface waters and their 'aquatic communities
during flow testing and operation of production and disposal wells. The EAs
considered subsidence to be unlikely. However,lf sl1bsidencedid'occur,significant
a.lterations of flow regimes in wetlands. and streams in the coastalzone could result.
Subsidence-induced alterations of flow regimes along th.e coast: could impose
substantial adverse effects on stream. and wetland communities. Aquatic
communities of upland waters'are far'less likely to be affected by subsidence.
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The impact ,of an accidelltal release" ol geopressured fluids would, be determined
,by the' brine's flow rate, total v()lume, temperature, salinity, and,chemical
,composition, as well as the physicochemical an~ biolowcalcharacteristicsofthe
receiving surface waters. All of these parameters may vary greatly from site to site.
Although it is difficult to predict the flow rate of a major blowout accurately,a
maximum rate of about 6400 m31d (40,000 bblld) was assumed in the EAs for
assessment purposes. At this flow rate, a: typical ring dike would be able'tc> contain
the brine for 3 d. Thereafter, the hot brine would'enter existing drainage systems
until ,the blowout exhausted itself, ora relief well, were drilled, a procedure that
could' take several weeks. Because of its greate~ density with respect to freshwater,
the brine can be expected to sink to the bottom of waterways, where mixing and
dilution may be slowed untilthe brine' finally -meets OPElD bay waters.

Hot brines from blowouts and spills, can have adverse ecological effects in both
. freshwater and estuarine systems. Potential impacts noted in the EAs include:

• thermal stress and impairment of osmoregulatory functions, resulting in
decreased growth or death, particularly of freshwater organisms arid young
fish and shellfish;

• toxic effects of ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, boron, and trace metals (especially
copper, zinc, lead, magnesium, and manganese); and

. _..

• accumulations of toxic substances in sediments and in the food chain.

Many of the constituents listed above have been shown to occur in brines at
concentrations potentially harmful to aquatic plants and animals, as evidenced by
,baseline data' presented in the subprogrammatic environmentalassesslIlent for
drilling and testing in the Frio, Wilcox,' and Tuscaloosa formations . [22].

, Temperature and' pH of the aquatic system largely dictate how ammonia, hydrogen
sulfide, and trace elements willspeciate 'and behave in the aquatic system.
Ammonia, for example, is more toxic at high pH than at low pH, while the opposite
is true for hydrogen ·sulfide. Detailed reviews and discussions of geopressuredbrines
and their physics, chemistry, and toxicity can be found in Gustavson et al. (1977),
Kharaka et al. (1979), DOE (1978), and Cushman et al.(1980).

Hydrologic characteristics of the aquatic ecosystem'receiving geopressured
effluents would also have a: large effect on the magnitude of the<ecological impact
sustained by' that system: Systems 'with rapid and efficient mixing and dilution
would' dissipate and dilute the' geopressured 'fluids rapidly, therefore minimizing
biological effects. .

Hydrothermal projects

The environmental impact assessment for, the hydrothermal subprogram [2]
':examined'the generic impacts on aquatic resources resulting from the development
of hydrothermal resources in ,the western United States and Hawaii. Tbe Ilatureand

, intensity of impacts may,vary widely among the specific projects (addressed in Sect.
3.1.4.2) .in response to the ~ariabilityof.physical, ,chemical, and biological factors at

•
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their' respective sites. With the exception of the two projects sited at the Geysers,
however, all of the hydrothermal projects .surveyed in this study share an ari~ to
semiarid climate and a scarcity 'of fresh surface water. ,"

Two major sources of impacts were predicted to result from development ,of
"hydrothermal resources:

• construction-induced erosion followed by increased turbidity and siltation, and

• the'release of liquid effluents.

Chemical and thermal contamination of area surface waters may occur from
leaks or ,.spills from ,holding ponds, andmudpits and,' most importantly, from

,deliberate or accidental releases of geothermal fluids (e.g." blowout) ,·and cooling
blowdown., Heat and toxic substances in spilled or leaked fluids may harm or

,destroy the flora and ,fauna .ofreceivingwaters (e.g., fish spawning grounds in the
; Cascades and, Geysers .hydrothermal resource regions). Geothermal fluids ,that are
sufficiently'clean and cool could be beneficial to local water resources.

In the event that surface water is used to satisfy project demands, l~ss water
will be available for other, users, including aquatic biota and wildlife..This loss could
be important if the water is diverted from small streams or arid areas. Further,
diversions of surface water may result in impingement or entrainment of fish and
other aquatic organisms.

Hot dry rock projects

The hot dry rock subprogramEA, [10] evaluated the potential effects of
geothermal development on surface waters and aquatic ecology in the 11 hot ,dry
rock resource regions. All of these regions lie in the western United States, Hawaii,

,0r·Alaska, and many ,are arid to semiarid. The expected impacts of development are
generally the same as those identified for development of,hydrothermal" resources.
Harm or death to resident fish and aquatic invertebrates, depending on the severity

",' 'of the stress imposed; could 'result from

• construction-induced ~rosionfol1owed by)ncreased' turbidity and siltation in
streams (the Cascades" Aleutlan ,Islands, Yellowstone, Continental Divide, and

. Hawaii I:egions arer~ted most susceptibl~ ip this respect); , '

• possible contamination of waterways from 'chemical spills and leaking~r

'failure of mudpits and settling of evaporation ponds;'

• improper disposal of potentially toxic cooling system 1>lowdown; and
,. ,

.,accidental or uncontrolled releases of, geothermal Or circulating liquids. '
, "

Other 'important' potentlalhnpacts common to .both hot clry roek and
hyd.rothermal ". development include increased' demands on 'limited' surface or
groundwater resources, particularly in the Southern Basin and Range region (up to
45 m3/d during drilling) and increased pressures on local fisheries and their habitat
as a result of the increased industrialization likely to follow resource development.
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Direct heat applications (e.g., heating of buildings) have special implications for
aquatic ecosystems because such uses .¢ould require transPort of· hot 'fluid'via
pipelines over significant distances, possibly requiring stream crossings and, in
general, invplving short-term .disturbances of substrate, "water 'quality, and
.downstream biota. In addition, longer transport distances increase the probability of
leaks. '

Because hot dry rock operations normally do not penetrate ,formations
containing pressurized fluids, the probability and severity ofa blowout or other
uncontrolled release of fluids is considerably lower than that associated With most
hydrothermal or 'geopressured 'formations. Although an accidental release of
circulating water from the rock would exert some degree of thermal stress on any

,receiving aquatic, ecosystem, it would not likely be very toxic because of the low
contact time with the rock. Recirculation of· the water, on the other hand, would
increase' contact time, thereby permitting the,buildup of concentrations ',of leached
substances .to possibly -toxic levels. Finally, with the exception 'of' an accidental
penetration of a hydrothermal resource which could result in, a .blowout and the
associated adverse effects on surface .waters and ,their biota described earlier for
'hydrothermal and igeopressure programs, any releases of fluids are expected to'be
small and readily controlled.

3.1.4.2 Site-specific impacts

Most of the impacts predicted for site-specific projects were identified in the
discussion of impacts generic to geothermal exploitation (Sect. 3.1.4.1). Important
impacts predicted and/or .unique to a particular project are addressed.in this
section.

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 summarize the principal adverse effects on aquatic resources
at each of 26 projects on the basis of their respective EAs. The first table· shows
those impacts' (predicted or implied)' on aquatic resources which may occur as a
result of construction and operation of the projects, excluding major accidents. The
second table shows only those impacts related to major accidents such as blowouts.
In this discussion, flooding and subsidence~induced alteration of drainage patterns
or flow regimes are considered tobe major accidents.

For each project listed in Table 3.3, up to four letter symbols are listed.under a
given column (Le., impact) heading: "0" for zero or virtually zero, "L" for low, "M"

.. for' moderate, and "H" for high. With the exception of the column labeled "Aquatic
Resource Value," the four positions under a column represent the folloWing, from
left to right, respectively: (1) the relative probability tha:t the impact will occur;
(2) the length of time the impact would last; (3) the severity of the impact on
aquatic resources loca.lly; and (4) the severity of the impact area-wide. For
example, construction and operation of the Pleasant Bayougeopressuredproject

.(HIM/MIL) would involve, over a moderate length of time, a high probability 'of

•

•
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Table U Predicted nd ImpHed Impacts on surface aquatic rMOUrctlll (excludin, major accidents)

Aquatic Water Water
Turbidity

Increased Direct Altered TM Altered
resource quality and salinity habitat aquatic species circulation

value use sedimentation destruction communities or flow
LoceVarea P"n:eIJ.d/A· P/TII/A P/TII/A P/TII/A P/TII/A P/TII/A P/TII/A P/TII/A

GeopremI.red

PleaSant Bayou WH ?Aniuo HIMIMIL HlLlL/O 0 0 HIMIMIL LIM/?I? LIH/?/? .
Sweet Lake WH MIMI?/? HIMIMIL HIL/MIO 0 IPIH/MIL HIHIHIL MIMI?/? IP/H/?/?
GladYli MCCall WH MIMIMIi. MIM/M/L HILiMIo 0 HIHIMIL HIHIMIL MIM/M/L M/HIMIL
DOwParcperdl1e LIH 0 HIL/M/L HIL/M/L 0 HIH/MIO HILIH/L. LlLlL/O HlHlL/O
LaFourche Crossing WH ?I?IL 0 HIMIMIL HILIMIL 0 IPIHIMIL HIMIHIL MIM/M/L
Southeast Peean Island WH ?I?/L/O HIMIMIL HILIMIL MIH/?/? M'/HIH/M M/HIH/M MIMIMIL MIH/?/?
Blessing Prospect L-MlH 0 MIM/M/L MlLlL/O 0 0 IJIIMIMIL 0 0

Hydrot1lenMJ

Hawaii Flow Test f/I 0 0 0 0 0 ?I?lO!? 0 0
Hawaii Research Station f/I 0 0 0 0 0 ?I?lO/? " 0 0
Raft Rim Tetit Loop L-MlL-M 0 MlL/M/O HIL/MI? 0 H/MIHIO HIMIHIL 0 LIH/?I?
Raft River Pilot Plalit L-MlL-M 0 MlL/M/O HIL/MI? 0 H/MIHIO HIMIHIL 0 LIH/?I?
Coso Well Test L-MII 0 LIH/?/O 0 ? 0 LIH/?lO 0 LIH/?lO
Baea Ranch Demonstration WH 0 H/?IH/M HIMIHIM 0 0 H/?IH/M 0 MIM/M/L ~

Marlin Direct Heat lIN/. MIL/O/O M/HIMIL MILIM/L MIHILIL 0 M/HIMIL 0 0 I....
Heber Demonstration L-MlM-H H/H/L/L HIMILIL ? HIHIIJL 0 lJHILIL· 0 MIMIMIL CTl

Brady Hot Springs f/I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
South Brawley L-MlM-H HIHIIJL HIMILIL ? WHILIM 0 LIHIL/M 0 0
Beryl and Lund f/I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ROosevelt Hot Springs f/I 0 0 LlLlL/O 0 0 0 0 0
NCPANo;2 HIH HILILIL MIMILIL MIMILIL 0 0 MIMILIL 0 0
Westmorland Development L-MlM·H HIMILIL LIMILIL ? LIH/MIM 0 LIHIMIM 0 0
Oregon Trail Mushrooms L-MlL-M 0 0 ? 0 0 0 0 0
Rorabaugh Lease WH 0 ? HIMIMIM 0 MIH/MIO M/MIHIT 0 0
Republic East Mesa L-MlM-H 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0
Boise District Heating M-HlM-H 0 MIMILIL TLILILIO i.IHILIo L/MILIO uwLtO 0 0

Hot drg rock

Fenton mil "f/I 0 0 LlLlL/O 0 0 0 0 0

-Federally designated threatened or endangered species.
bp _ probability of occurrence: 0 - zero; I. - loW; M - moderate; H - high.
err .. amount of time impaet may last: 0 - zero; L - low; M - moderate; H - long-term.
"1- local severity of impact: 0 - zero; L - low; M - moderate; H - high.
•A - severity of impaet over a wide area: 0 - zero ; L - loW; M - moderate; H - high.
'There is all "absence of perennial surface watere.
'If sited in. wetlands or estuaries.
AInsufficient information to evaluate impacts.
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Table 3.4. Potential accidents and their effects on aquatic resources

Blowouts Altered
or major circulation
. spills Flooding (subsidence)

(PO/IbIAC) (PillA) (PillA)

Geopressured

Pleasant Bayou MIHIH MIMI? 0
Sweet Lake M/H/M LIMI? L/?I?
Gladys McCan . MIHIM HI?I? 0
D9W Parcperdue M/H/M LlMIL MILlO
LaFourche Crossing MIHIM HlM/M LI?I?
Southeast Pecan Island M/H/M H/HIM LI?I?
Blessing Prospect L/?"l? ,LIMIL M/?IL

HydrOthermal

Hawaii Flow Test LlO/O ?/0/0 0
Hawaii Research Station LlO/O ?l0/0 0
Raft River 'rest .Loop LIH/L 0 MILlO
Raft River Pilot Plant LIH/L 0 MILlO
Coso Well Test LlM/? L?ILIO LlM/O
Baca Ranch Demonstration ?IH/H ? L?
Marlin DireCt Heat U?/? L?I?/O LlOIL
Heber Demonstration L?IHIL 0 LlM/O
Brady Hot Springs L?/O/O LILlO 0
South Brawley L?IHIL ? ?IHI?
Beryl and Lund·· L?ILIO ? 0
Roosevelt Hot Springs L?lO!O ? 0
NCPA No. 2 LIHIM 0 MILlO
Westmorland Development M/H/M L? L/H/?
Oregon Trail Mushrooms LILIL 0 0
Rorabaugh Lease ?IH/H LlHIM LlM/O
Republic East Mesa LILIL L?IL/O LILlO
Boise District Heating LIL/L L?ILIO LILlO

Hot dry rock

Fenton Hill 0 ? 0

IIProbability of' occurrence: 0 zero; L ... low; M ... moderate;
H ... high. '

bSeverity of impacts on local aquatic resources: 0 ... zero; L ...
loW; M ... moderate; H ... high. ,

"Severity of impacts on areaaquattc resources: 0 ... zero; L ...
loW; M - moderate; H. -high..,

"Insufficient information to evaluate the potential for accidents and
their effects.

alteratic>Iis of moderate severity in aquatic, communities locally but only low
severity in the general area. Because the EAs often did not explicitly state the
probability, severity, orlength of time ofa given impact, these values were often
assigned on the basis of the staffs interpretation of all. of the pertinent information
and analyses presented in each document.. Where the EAremained silent, or no
reasonable assessment was considered possible on the basis of the available
information, a question mark was entered.

It is evident from Table 3.3 that, in the absence of major accidents, most of the
projects surveyed in this study were not expected to impose aquatic impacts of high
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or even,,'moderate severity beyond , the., immediate or. nearby environs. Possible
e~ceptions to thisgeneralizationincl~de Baca Ranch in New. Mexico and Southeast
Pecan Island. in Louisiana (see dis~ussionbelow). ' "

The geopressured projects as a group, however, .were predicted to have a much
greater potential for imposing moderate-to-high-severity impacts on local aquatic
resources of 'relatively high value. Four of the sevengeopressured projects would or
could be sited directly in wetland or estuarine waters resulting indirect destruction
of potentially high quality aquatic habitat and its .residentcommunities (see
Sect. 3.1.4.1 for further discussion 0(. the aquatic; resources of the geopressured
zone). In the caseof th~ Dow Parcperdueproject, drainage ditches providing a small
amount'of 'perenriialaquatic habitat would have robe relocated. Additionally, six of
th'egeopressured projectswouldlie'inor near habitat of the American alligator, a
species designated by the U.S. Departmeritof the Interior as threatened in much of
thegeopressuredzone. None of the .hydrothermal or hot dry. rock projects surveyed
in this study, on the. other hand, would be sitedin 'or nearbabitat known to harbor
threatened or endangered,aquatic species~ .

• _ .' ,. ~" , •• ','" '. , .' '. . 0 •

In contrast, to the geopressured projects, most of the hydrothermal projects and
the hot dry rock projecfwould' be" sited in arid or semiarid regions having aquatic
resources .oflow.to moderate quality ,and .quantity or no perennial surface waters at
all.•,·In the latter ·category.'ar~·.five hydrothermal projects (the two Hawaii projects,
Brad~ HotSprings in Nevada,.BerylandLund in Utah, and Roosevelt Hot Springs
in :Utah); and the Fenton Hill hot dry rock project. Four of the hydrothermal
projects (Heber, East ••,Mesa~ .• South .Brawley, and' Westmorland) would be located in
the arid Imperial,Yalley of southern California. The EAs for South .Brawley and
Westmorland both predicted on the basis ofJlstudy by Goldsmith (1976) that their
proj~cts would each contributejncrementally (a maximum of 240.mg/L/yr) to;the
salinization of the already saline Salton Sea, (38,000 mg/L) as a result of cooling
towerblowdown and consumption'of irrigation return Jlow or other water that
would normally enter the Salton Sea. The EAs further stated that "the additional
water use would accelerate Jheapproach to the criticalsalinity level for ,the survival
of fish larvae." Apparently addressing.the'issue from the perspective. of full-field
dey~l()pment, the .EAs.:also··•. stated ;,that .without a .• regional salinity-control program,
geothermaldevelopment cQuld ~jeopardize the value of the Salton 'Sea as a fishery,
v;ildfowl, and. hunting resource" [2p,30]. The l{eber and East. MesJl ,EAs,.on the
othe.r. ,hand,;gaveJittleattentio.n to this issue other than to. filtate that. the
~umulative)ncrease in sfl,linity and stress on fish populations attributable to each
project \Yould be ·Jllinor:if ,.themitigative •measures, descdbed .in,. Sect. 3.2.4 were
implemented. The Westmorland EAalsopredicted increased competition for water
~tw~en ..agriculture and geothermal development. after completion of the ·Central
Arizona}>roject. ;

:~t ,least .fo~r of ~hehydrotherma!projectscould reduce flows from nearby hot
springs (Baca and Coso. projects) '.or .rivers •• <Baca ,and the two Raft, River projects).
Furthermore, 'the Baca, Rorabaugh, and NCPA No. '2 projects would be sited near
perennial streams known for their high value as trout fisheries and for recreation.
The probability of adverse effects on these streams and their biota from
construction activities or blowouts (should they occur) was generally considered to
be moderate to high.
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With regard to major accidents" projects located in the geopressured zone along
the Gulf Coast posed the most serious'potential hazards to aquatic resources. These
resources, though often already 'disturbed by 'other activities Of man, are 'of
considerable value for their fisheries,. Wildlife, 'and waterfowl. As indicated lnTable
3.4, possible reasons' for these hazardsiriClude

• a greater probability of blowouts ,or pipeline failures due to the.high pressures
and temperatures encountered, in geopressured-geothermal resources;

• a greater risk of oil pollution and oil' fires or explosion should a' blowout· take
place in an inadvertently tapped'oil formation; .

• the relatively higher probability of flooding of project facilities (four of the
, seven geopressured projects and especially the ~ladys McCall project) which
could be sited in,estuaries or wetlands subject to tides and severe,storms;

• the generally more serious consequences 'of subsidence in low relief estuaries
and wetlands of complex 'hydrology and physicochemical dynamics such as
those dominating the areas surrounding most of the geopressured projects; and

• the often extremely low qualitY of the production fluids (Sect. 3.1.4.1).

As shown by Table 3.4, the risk of blowouts is generally lower for hydrothermal
projects. The probabilities of, blowoutsoccuriing at the Boise, Marlin, 'Hawaii" Raft
River,Oregon Trail Mushrooms, and Fenton Hill projects would be particularly low
because geothermal resource pressures are relatively shallow and low- to normally
pressured or, in the case of Fenton Hill, consist merely of hot dry rock.

Subsidence could also cause serious impacts in the canal··laced terrain of low
relief surrounding the hydrothermal projects of the Imperial Valley by, altering the
dominant flow regimes. Most of the EAs, however, considered the possibility of
subsidence (sufficiently serious to alter flow regimes in irrigation canals) ,to 'be
remote because reinjection of spent fluids would be practiced at most of these
projects.

Some of the ,more likely and!or important aquatic impacts predicted for
individual projects are described briefly below.

If a major blowout were to occur at the Dow Parcperdue project [201 severe
degradation of water quality and destruction of resident aquatic biota of local
drainage ditches due to salinity, heat, and contaminants was predicted. Although
degradation would be less severe in Bayou Parcperdue and itS associated marshes in
terms of intensity, it would be more widespread and more important from an
ecological perspective. Entry of the hot brine into the Vermilion River would be less
disruptive to that ecosystem than to the bayou's.

Most of the impacts to aquatic systems discussed in Sect.'3.1.4.1 (generic impacts
of geopressured development) were considered possible impacts of the Gladys
McCall project [201 particularly because this site lies' completely in coastal wetlands.
The project would likely alter already disturbed flow regimes in the area (via road,
levee, and pit construction). '
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The EA for Pleasant Bayou [14] predicted major fish kills (and implied harm to
the American alligatOr) in Chocolate Bayou and ChOcolate Bay following large-scale
accidental releases of geothermal fluids.

At La Fourche Crossing [17], possible changes in drainage patterns through
construction activities or resulting channel sedimentation could alter vegetation
composition and productivity, possibly in cypress-tupelo swamps.

The proposed test well at Southeast Pecan· Island [18] could be located on a
chenier (land ridge), in marshes, or offshore. Expected impacts w.ere basically as
described in preceding discussions for site-specific projects and' in Sect. 3.4.1.
However, if, the project were sited offsh()re,temporary interference.with ,commercial
fishery operations and long-term damage to local fish and benthic .invertebrate
pop~lations . would .be possible~ .This EA emphasized the adverse effects of
construction of canals, predic~ing ,potentially seyereimpacts on aquatic resources if
construction weretQ. take place in previously. undisturbed marsh or chenier areas.
The EA also noted' that the federally designated threatened American alligator
occurs in the prime prospect area. According to theEA, a possible. benefit of
locating the project offshore could •occur if fish are attracted to the well platform
after the project is closed down.

Impacts of canal construction, .. maintenance, and spoil banks at Sweet Lake [19]
were considered potentially severe and long lasting jf the project. were sited in
wetlands (about one,-third .of the prime prospect area).. In the event of a blowout,
local flora and fauna within 300 m of the ,well would be harmed or killed by the
high salinity of the,<fluid. ,Fish kills would beexJ)ected.in adjacent and downstream
aquatic systems. Contamination of irrigation water would be possible. A blowout
during. drilling through an oil. or gas formation could result. in potentially serious
oil-related effects or .fire ,damage. . " . . . .'. . .' ,

By the:time the EA for :the Marlin"Texas, Direct Heat Project [8] had been
written, theproje~t had already caused lowered ,water quality in a sma.ll Pond
designed .asacatchment basiilby discharging to the pond via the city storm-water
drainage system water contaminated with suspended solids, drilling mud, ,and mud
additives. Any aquatic biota in the pond ,would probably be harmed by these
effluents.. ....." "...'.. .•'.' ..... '.'

,TheEA ,for the Coso Well Testing ,Activity. [4] predicted nojmp~cts on surface
\Vaters ..'and their biota fr9m this project. because:no perennial, s~l'face waters exist
~n .or near the project, and fluids would be diverted toareserv~ pit or anadjaeent
playa. ,Alth()ughnot ,addressed ill the EA, thepl~ya'sse,asonal valueto wildlife .and
waterfowl could be compromisedif spent fluids are dischargedto it. . ' ,....

The EA .lor GeothermalI)rilling Activity in the Coastal Plain and 'Piedmont
Physiographic Provinces of, the Eastern United"States,' [12] con~idered .potential
impacts on, a.quatic resources to ,be generally simil,ar inkhldtothose expected for
westetn hydrothermal projectS, .but of even >less consequence, because. of the small
size of ..proposed operations and, the ',. relative abundance,of,water ill' the East.'Th~
rate .of consumption of water would be so low that no significant competition with
existing water uses is expected..

The Fenton Hill EA [11] addressed the only site-specific DOE hot dry rock
project. Although hot water that has been circulated through the resource region
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would be released .periodically down a dry arroyo, no adverse effects on surface
waters or their. aquatic communities were predicted because no permanent surface
waters exist in the area. For the same reason, water requirements for the facility
would. be met with groundwater or water imported by truck..Exact water
requirements .could not be predicted, but supplying them could become a serious
problem for the success of the operations.

3.1.5 Land Use and Terrestrial Ecology

.This section describes impacts on· land use and terrestrial ecology predicted to
result from DOE geothermal projects. Because these effects were generally minor,
straightforward~ and similar for all projects, we dispense with separate
consideration of generic- ·and site-specific effects in order to avoid repetition. Both
programmatic and site-· or area-specific impacts were reviewed, however, in
preparing. the· analysis.
. Predicted impacts for site- and area-specific projects are summarized, in ., Table

3.5. With few exceptions, the type and severity of impacts were related to the scale
of the project (e.g., well testing, pilot plant, or demonstration plant) and to the
characteristics of the site, rather than to·· the specific geothermal technology
employed. Impacts were generally qualitatively and quantitatively similar to
construction impacts of like-sized energy production projects of other types, with
few additional impacts resulting specifically from operation of a geothermalfacility.
In any ease, impacts to land use and terrestrial ecology, when identified, were
almost always considered to be minor.

With 'regard to land ·use, the low significance of impacts was primarily a result
of the small areas affected and the generally compatible nature of surrounding
existing uses. In most cases, such uses were for grazing or crop production. Many
areas were of moderate or poorer quaiity for agriculture, as indicated by ·the· small
proportion of projects on which prime farmland was located (Table 3.5). In the
remaining cases, projects were located in lands set aside for industrial or
commercial development or already devoted to geothermal applications.

Impacts to terrestrial ecology, other than those due to cooling tower drift, were
similarly minor because of the small land areas involved and the usually limited to
moderate significance of the habitats affected. In a few eases, the presence of
important habitat or endangered species in the area 'was identified, usuaUyoffsite,
with an attendant potential for impacts (Table 3.6). Even in these cases, however,
impacts were considered to be acceptable.

Projects involving power production were generally associated with the prospect
of impacts from cooling tower drift (Table 3.5). Impacts were linked to'effects on
natural or agricultural vegetation by salt concentration, biocides,or other additives,
or heavy metals or other chemicals from geothermal waters present indama.ging
leyels in drift. There was always a high level of uncertainty about the
concentrations of these· materials in drift and their potential effects on the
surroundings; hence, drift effects were often a subject of mitigation and monitoring
recommendations (Sect. 3.2.5).

..
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Table 3.5. MaJor impacts predicted for Bite- and area-specific geothenDaI projects
~ on land use and terrestrial ecology (e,xcluding major accidents)

Land area Prime farmland Endangered Important features Damage
Project distufbed disturbed ;-"sPecies or habitat from

(ha)O (ha)" affectedb disturbedc drift

Geopressunl'
Dow Parcperdue 2 2
Gladys McCall 2' 0 X
Sweet Lake 2 2 X
Pleasant Bayou 2 0
Blessing Prospec~ 2 2 X
LaFourche Crossing" 2 0 X
Southeast Pecan Island6 2 0 X

Hydrothermal

Heber Binary Cycle 9 9 X X
Westmorland' , 40 0 X
South Brawley 80 2 X
Rorabaugh 10 0 X X
Coso 4 0
Baca 60 0 X X

;; Boise 5 0 X
Raft River 45 0
NCPA No.2 12 0 X X X

~ Brady Hot Springs 2 0
Beryl and Lund 56 0 X
Roosevelt Hot Springs 14 0 X
Hawaii 2 0
Oregon Trail Mushrooms 4 4
Marlin 1 0

iloidry rock

Fenton Hill 6 0 X

°1 ha = 2.471 acres. i

.bIncludes listed "or proposed, state and federal endangered, threatened, or rare plant and animal sPecies
which could be sigDificantly llffected. ' . " , ' . .• ,.,.." ,", .' , .

cIncludes features such as springs, seeps, and' dens or nesting areas and habitat such. as important
winteringgrounds,bi,ghly.productivewetlands,or bnportantfeeding areas (e.g., grain fields) which could be
significantly ~fected.: " ", .' . ,.' . c' , " ," , ' .,'

.11Area disturbed could .besomewhat greater. if lengthy new access roads were needed.
eImormation refef:1l to worst impacts for a single site within a larger prospect area.

.Also,~ncertain••,and not identified. in ..Tables3.5and 3.6, were, potential, effects.of
;accidents.Most, documents .identified the possibility of blowouts and.other spills of
geothermal fluids, but neither the probability of spills nor, t,he nature and exten,t of

. ,',.,' ,," ...

.eff~cts,. ~oul(l.beaccur~.tely~~cifie<l•. Th~ .prpba})ility or a .blowout Was generally
iiden~ified as ..lQw,,,and.the;are.alext~nt of,,effects, i.f melltioned,;was .in ,the fl1ngeof
( to~ :ha. Again, prev~ntioniof·blo\Vouts and other spills ,was the subject of

. ... - . . - - .... ,.- -",'. '-' , '. -.' ._" . ' ....

mitigation measures <Sect..3.2.5)~ .
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Table 3.6•. Summary ofimportanthabitatsand.pecies potentially subject
to damage. in the areas of apecific geotherm8l projects

Project

Gladys McCall
Sweet Lake
Blessing Prospect
LaFourche Crossing

Heber Binary Cycle
Rorabaugh
Baca

Boise

NCPANo.2

Fenton Hill

Endangered species

None
None
None
None

Hydrothermal

Flat-tailed horned lizard
Hot springs panic grass
Three state rare plants;

salamander
Proposed rare plant .
. species (wild onion)

Proposed rare plant
(jewel fiower)

Hot dry rock

None

.Habitat affected

Surrounding marsh
Rice fields used by waterfowl
Grain fields, riparian woods
Marsh, cypress-tupelo swamp

Natural desert vegetation
Oak woodlands
Salamander and elk habitat

Woodland

Seeps and riparian habitat

Elk habitat
•

3.1.6 Cultural and Socioeconomic

3.1.6.1 Generic impacts

Except for the use of geothermal surface manifestations (e.g., hot springs,
geysers) as religious or cultural resources, the cultural and socioeconomic impacts of
geothermal development are not unique when compared to other energy
development and utilization projects.

Programmatic documents predicted that potential impacts of· geothermal
development on socioeconomic factors such. as housing, services, and. transportation
would be the result of the increased workforce required for a particular project and
increased vehicular activity necessary to access the site witb equipment and
materials. Many geo~ermal. developments .in the West, Southwest, and· Pacific
regions are located in areas with sparse populations where significant population
increases could stress local services. These areas may also be pristine, in which case
the industrial nature (drill rigs, power plants, pipelines, cooling· towers, steam
plumes, and transmission lines) ofgeotherinal exploration and development can
degrade aesthetic qualities.

Geothermal development at sites in proximity to natural or histOric landmarks,
national parks, archaeological or historical sites, and cultural resources of groups
such· as native Americans could result in· disturbance and potential degradation of
these resources. Federal and some state laws require consultation with appropriate
responsible agencies and parties regarding historic/cultural resources prior to
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initiation ,of a project. Such, requirements help to identify issues that may, be
mitigated' and sometimes lead' ~,abandonment of the project or selection of an
alternative.

3.1.6.2 Site-specific impacts

Most site-specific DOE geothermal projects were expected to create little
potential for impact to socioeconomic or cultural resources, ,except ,as noted. The

"Heber demonstration project was identified as one which might have adverse
impacts on local housing' availability. Aesthetic impacts were predicted for the·hot

'dry rock and geopressure development sites ,as well as the Baca and Heber
demonstration projects, based on the terrain and scenic value of the development
areas and the physical nature (e.g., size or land ,use requirements) of the projects.
Archaeological/historic sites and natural areas near these same sites were
considered 'as potentially vulnerable to project activities.
·A potential local traffic problem was predicted for the Hawaii Geothermal Well

, Test, project. In',addition, ,mention' was made of. the likelihood of socioeconomic and
cultural resource impacts in the event of a major accident such as .a well blowout.
Concern was also noted regarding the potential conflict of geothermal development
with indigenous religion in the vicinity of the Hawaii project.

The greatest potential cultural impact of any project was identified at the Baca'
demonstration project in Sandoval and Rio Arriba counties, New Mexico [7]. The

,project was conside~ed likely to infringe on Indian religious practices in one or more
of the following ways: (1) destruction ,()f religious sites; '(2), des~ruction of sacred
objects including plants, water, animals, birds, trees,' and shrubs; (3) increased
opportunity for invasions :of privacy; (4) contamination and/or reduction of the
availability of water for sacred practices; (5) depletion" of the flow of, sacred
springs; and (6) interference with access to religious sites. Howe~er, the full extent
of any possible infringement was not predicted ,because locations of religious, sites,
dates and times of ceremonies, ,and other details concerning religious practices were
considered privileged information by the native Americans. .

3.2 RECOMMENDED MONITORING ,AND'MITIGATION MEASURES

3.2.1 Air Quality

To minimize., ambient, air ',' quality im~acts of hydrog~ll sulfide released, from
geothermal brine/steam during well, tesHngandproductio~~abatementsystems, that
.~se' ;theStretford process v;ere·re~~mmended. Tl1~se systems convert hydrogen
sulfide ,to elemental sulfur which can usually be ,r~adilY dispos~d of or marketed.
For ~xa~ple, use ofs~chasystemat the NCPA No. 2133] project was, predicted to
reduce emissions of" hydrogen .sulfide from ,a ,range. of 4.4 to, 80 kglh during
normal plant operation' toa range of 15 to 26. kg/h. ,'Secondary' abatement with
hydrogen •peroxide/iron sulfate catalyst would further reduce emissions to
2.7 kg/h, well below the state requirement of 11 kg/h.
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For all projects, fugitive dust resulting from construction andlorvehicular
activity was predicted to be maintained at insignificant levels by graveling and/or
frequent' spraying of roads and disturbed lands with water or other wetting agents.'

Particulates resulting from drift emitted from the cooling tower(s) during power
plant operation were to be controlled by drift eliminators. State-of-the-art
technology was proposed by DOE for all projects requiring· drift eliminators. For
the Heber demonstration project, this would involve installation of a system with
an efficiency of 99.8% or better. Selection of drift eliminators for a specific project
would ultimately be based on air quality modeling of drift and 'predictionof
subsequent· impacts or extrapolation of' impact predictions from projects· involving

.similar activities, equipment, and physicaVclimatic features.
In Some cases, DOE committed to air quality monitoring in .order to identify

significant·ambient changes that had not •been predicted'or to develop ,baseline data
from which long-term project impacts could be .measured. At the Hawaii project [11
for example, monitoring of mercury and hydrogen sulfide emissions was
recommended because these'pollutantswere' a concern during flow testing.
Additional ambient monitoring of mercury, arsenic; hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide,
·and sulfuric acid was·.. also proposed 'for the research station [5J ... Additional
comniitmentto air quality monitoring was outlined in environmental monitoring
plans for all phases of the geopressureprogram. (construction, drilling, and testing).

3.2.2 Noise

The major mitigating and corrective measures recommended for decreasing noise
produced by geothermal projects include the .following:

• use of noisy construction equipment restricted to daylight operation,;

• use of muffled diesel rigs,

• avoidance of air drilling when possible,

• venting of wells through muffled vents or submerged discharge diffusers, and'

• selection of sites adequately distant from sensitive noise receptors.

3.2.3 Groundwater, Geology, and Soils

3.2.3.1 Groundwater
. .

DOE recommended that mitigation of groundwater contamination be
.accomplished by preventive and corrective actions. To prevent surface infiltration
and .leaching, brine or liquid waste.' storage pits would be constructed with

,impervious liners to cOlltain potentially toxic substances. Reserve ponds, evaPoration
pits, and drainage channels. also would' be lined with impervious material and would
have a minimum freeboard height of 1 m (3 ft). Leakage from well casings could
be liinited' by overlapping and' cementing casing sections to a depth of 30 m
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(100 ft). Annular space of each well· would be ce~ented completely from 'the
formation to the surface to provide greater stability, to.ensuresealing of overlying
aquifers and fault zones, and to control pressures. ... ... .

3.2.3.2 Soils

To minimize erosion during construction at geothermal development· sites; DOE
recommended that careful engineering design. and site selection precede initiation of
excavation and ,earthmoyell).ent.Adherence to. sound construction practices was also
recommended for all projects. Typical mitigation measures. included

.- protection of steam gathering lines from contact with the soil;

·.use of suHate-resistantconcrete; .

-removalor.consolidationof soils unsuitable for supporting foundations;

··caieful design and·grading to minimize cut arid fill;·

- clearing of areas in stages to minimize exposure time;

• planting of cleared areas with appropriate vegetationrand

- diking of roads and drill pads, directing iunoffto settling ponds.

3.2.3.3 Geology

Both induced .. subsidence and depletion of fluids in the geothermal reservoir could
be mitigated by reinjecting as much of the spent produced· fluids '8.S possible. In
most cases, less than 100% of producedfluids would be available for reinjection due
to evaporation losses. If reinjection into the producing reservoir! .were "not. possible
(e.g., all geopressure projects), spent fluids would be injected into an overlying
aquifer with similar chemical characteristics !(especially salinity or dissoived·· solids)

; to avoid contamination.
With regard to induced seismicity, recommended mitigating measures included

~njection by gravity alone, by reducing injection pressures, or by selecting shallower
depths" for disposaL With .regard to impacts due .. to accidents, in. nearly .all of the
EAs, DbEcomrilitted to the use of high-pressure blowout prevention equipment to
reduce the potential threat of a well or subsurface blowout to groun.dwater, geology,
and soils. Such equipment was noh.required.'inprojects involving shallow
exploratory wells (less than ~bout2500m)wh~n the risk of.blowout,was.minimal
(e.g., Coso [4]). " . ... .',

DOE also stated its. intent to monitor subsidence and seismic activity for
numerous projects .(e.g.,"·Fenton Hill,· Raft . River, .• South. Brawley, •.• Roosevelt" Hot
Springs, Beryl and Lund, and all geopressure projects) and to monitor ·groundwater
quality and quantity to detect contamination as early as possible and to prevent
significant lowering of the water table in areas of groundwater scarcity.
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3.2.4 .Surface Waters and Aquatic Ecology

3.2.4;1 Geopressured.projects

The several generic and site-specific environmental assessments concerned with
development of geopressured resources examined in this retrospective study
recommended the following measures for mitigation or monitoring of impacts to
surface waters and their aquatic communities:

-avoidance of activities during seasons when wildlife· and land uses would be
most affected, and avoidance of federally protected lands or habitats for rare,
threatened, or eildangered species;

• minimization of erosion by graveling (with gravel or shells) or planking roads
and other disturbed areas that must remain cleared of vegetation;. utilization
of existing wells, roads, canals, etc., when possible; reestablishment of natural
contours and native vegetation·at other disturbed areas; limiting the size of
drilling rigs and support facilities to the smallest size possible; stockpiling of
topsoil for reuse; and careful alignment, of roads parallel to dune ridges;

• use of ring dikes and adequately sized and lined mudpits and reserve ponds
around wells and their support facilities to contain all leaks, spills, and runoff
other than a large-scale blowout;

• use of nontoxic drilling muds where practicable;

• use of blowout preventers, high-pressure pipes and valves, proper cementing
and overlapping of casing, and establishment of a spill prevention and
countermeasure plan;

• periodic inspection of dikes, fluid storage tanks, ponds, and· pits to lower the
potential for accidental spills;

• .reinjection of all geothermal brines;

• .shutting down or reducing rate of flow of production wells if reinjection wells
are·inadequate for disposal of all geothermal fluids;

• hydrodynamic and pollutant transport modeling of a specific site to enable
prediction of the distribution and fate of geopressured effluents, and .. their
constituents; and

• after completion of a given project, removal or disposal of all potentially
hazardous fluids and materials, followed by restoration of the site to .its
natural conditions as nearly as practical.,

Several important mitigative measures recommended for only one or two
specific projects as follows are listed in Table 3.7.
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Table ll.7. Examples of specific measures recommended for mitigating
al,luatic impacts of geothermal projects

•
Project

, DowPareperdue

Gladys McCall

Sweet Lake

Southeast Pecan Island

Westmorland and Baca
Ranch

Raft River

Rorab~ugh'

Marlin

Beryl and Lund

Coso

Mitigation measure

Shunt"any uncontrolled release'of brines ~way from
sensitive wetlands to less sensitive Vermilion River

Use an existing well site and confine aU activity to
within site levee and existing plank road;

Align spoil banks parallel to natural drainage;
, permanently block canals after project completion; limit

speed of canal traffic to reduce erosion.and sedimentation

Restore natural drainage by closing canals and
breaching spoil banks after project termination; use
existing reinjection wells

Cease irrigation of some agricultural land to
limit water use

Avoid riffle areas for pipeline crossings; use flexible
pipe or joints to prevent pipeline ruptures in the case of
subsidence

Restrict earth-moving operations to rainless days; design
berms and sumps to cOntain potentially toxic spills

, RetaiJi geothermal fluids in tempOrarily eooling/settling;
construct stair-step waterfall for aeration of fluids

Site wells away from playas or washes

Site wells away from springs and seeps

3.2.4.2 Hydrothermal projects

The hydrothermal subprogram EA [2}l"ecommended, the following measures for
mitigation of adverse effects of development on aquatic resources:

• mlnhnization of erosion 'by, rev~getation,llppropx:iate diking, trenching, use of
mats", retention of, buffer ,strips of undisturbed 'vegetation, and graveling of
roads;' . ' '

.' provision of impermeable,linings for sumps;

• app~QPriate siting of sumps 'with '·respect to .local topography to reduce effects
of runoff; ". .

• environmentally .acceptable disposal of ·.liquid construction wastes arid other
effluents;

• reinjection of spent fluids and cooling-towerblowdown;

• use of settling or evaporation ponds when necessary to protect aquatic
resources; and

• use of blowout preventers and related control equipment.
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3.2.4.3 Hot dry rock projects

The· hot dry rock subprogram EA [10] suggested several measures that could be
taken to mitigate the adverse effects of development on surface waters and aquatic
ecosystems and identified areas in need of effective, but as yet unspecified,
measures for mitigation. To reduce .the impacts of· construction-indueedwrbidity
and siltation on streams and their aquatic communities, the following measures
were recommended:

• minimization of disturbances of vegetation and soil from the outset;

• graveling of roads;

• retention of vegetation buffer strips;

• appropriate installation of dikes, trenches, and mats to intercept and divert
runoff; and .

• revegetation of disturbed areas.

Appropriate placement of sumps with respect to local topographic features and
the use of impermeable liners was recommended to decrease the risk of sump

. failure or leakage. Finally, the EA recommended that cooling tower blowdown
either be. carefully managed for flow rate and quality or diverted to. settling or
evaporation ponds having impermeable liners.

With respect to the one site-specific project examined in this study (Fenton
Hill), releases of circulation water from holding ponds must meet the conditions set
forth in a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit. Water
treatment and monitoring before release would also likely be necessary according to
the EA.

3.2.5 Land Use and Terrestrial Ecology

Because of the limited impacts expected on land use and terrestrial ecology,
mitigation measures were directed primarily at (1) avoiding unnecessary land use,
(2) clarifying uncertainties (e.g., drift effects), and (3) minimizing effects ·on site
specific ecological features or important species.

Mitigation measures recommended for geopressure projects were virtually
identical. These were discussed in detail by Reed et al. (1983) for the four site
specific projects which were built. Summarized, they include the following:

• constructing and vegetating a ring levee around the site;

• placing gravel, shell, or boards on roads and well pads;

• installing blowout prevention equipment;

,. removing or reinjecting wastes; and

• restoring the site by complete removal of facilities, replacement of topsoil, and
revegetation.
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Recommepded ,mitigation measures for. other '. projects wer~directedat, reducing
'or, eliminating disturbance to important:specie~or habitats. in .' the area: With 'the
exception of drift, which is discussed below, these measures are summarized by

i project in Table.3.8. ,. .
Projects. involving power plants (Heber, W'estmorland, South Brawley,

Rorabaugh, Baca, ,Raft River, 'BerylandLund,andRoos~ve.t Hot Springs) all
incorporated drift eliminators.into their cooling tower designs. For Baca and Raft
River, this aCtion was expected to remove drift effects on landuse and terrestrial
ecology as significant impacts. Those projects· for which uncertainty remained were
.identlfied in Table 3.5 as subject to potential damage fromdrift. For these (Heber,
Westmorland, South Brawley, .Rorabaugh,Beryland, Lund" and Roosevelt Hot
Springs), further measurement of cooling water ,.characteristics(e.g., dissolved
solids, arsenic,. boron, and biocides) and monitoring of drift effects were
recommended.

Table 3.8. Specifi~ measures for mitigating impacts to land use
. and terrestrial ecology reeommendedfor geothermal (Jrojects

Project Mitigation measure,'

Heber

Westmorland

·Baea

::Boise

Raft River

Cluster wells to. avoid prime farmland
FenCe evaporation basin to discourage .

wildlife use
Survey potential evaporation pond sites for,

and avoid areas with, ~at:tailed horned lizard

Rortie transmission 'lines'toritinimize'
waterfowl ,collisions

Avoid elkVfinter range ,,';. ,':
Survey potential routes and sites tor, and avoid ,areas"

with, salamarider and endangered plant habitat ',:

Survey potential site for,' and avoid 'areas with,
; proposed.endangered wild onion

Maintain 50-~ buffer on each side of stream
" -- .. ~ . '-.: .,,' .

Maintain .1-km ,buffer around butte raptor
habitat '

.; Irnpletnentmeasures to limit erosion'and
sedimentation

Use drains to ma.intain water supply fbi-
wildlife'

Revegetate disturbed areas with native
species

Beryl and Lund

3.2.6' Ctl1tural1amd Socioeconomic

;;For all projects, DOE stated its.• jntent withregarci to the ,preservation of
"archaeological, 'historical, or "cultural resources.., Prior. to", grading ,and' site

preparation activities in areas where archaeological resources were known to exist,
DOE would require that surface collection samples be taken by a qualified
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archaeologist. Systematic collection would then be conducted if it were determined
that artifacts or sites would be affected by construction activity. For major projects,
such as Baca,DOE committed to a formalized mitigation plan prior to initiation of
the project.

A significant issue resulting from .the proposed Baca demonstration project [7]
was the conflict of geothermal development with native American· resources
(Sect: 3.6.1.2). DOE's plans for·mitigating the conflict included the following:

. .

• an investigation would be ·madeto determine if the site were related .to native
American religious sites or ceremonies;

• if ~ the site were currently the subject of religious practices, religious leaders
would be consulted to determine whether the proposed activity would infringe
on the free exercise of religion;

• if consultation indicated there would be an infringement, alternate plans
would be prepared in consultation with religious leaders;

• if no alternate plan were feasible, and a conflict persisted, the DOE Assistant
Secretary for Environment would balance the compelling interest of the
proposed activity with the infringement on the free exercise of religion; and

• any decision to proceed with the proposed activity would be approved by the
Secretary of DOE.

As an alternate .. plan, DOE. proposed the following provisions on which to base a
mitigation plan for protecting religious freedoms of native Americans:

• consultation with native American leaders on the design, siting, and
construction of power plant facilities, including transmission lines, to minimize
impacts on areas of religious significance;

• consultations throughout the operating period of the facility to assure
minimum interference with religious rights and practices;

• protection and preservation of religious sites located in the project area or
otherwise under the project operator's control;

• guarantees of access to religious sites under the project operator's control;

• prompt notification of native American leaders in case of an accident that may
cause contamination of freshwater supplies;

• assistance in identifying areas within the Baca location where religious objects
may be collected; and

• consultation on plans for any future geothermal development by the project
operators in the Baca location.

Potential socioeconomic problems requiring mitigation were predicted .for.only a
few of DOE's proposed geothermal projects. At Heber, mitigation was recommended



to reduce the pO~entiaily adyerse •.'impact,§f demandfor.· .•·tempor~ry· local'housing
beyond the means i)f the existing market. It was recommended that advance
plannirig'for housing·, needs and corre~po~~ing housing resource .requirements be
coordinated· among the project proponents, county, and local planning officials. To
mitigate traffic impacts,carpooling of drilling and construction crews was suggested
as a means of decreasing the number of commuting vehicles coming into the project
area on 'workdays. Also, staggering drilling and construction crew work shifts could
mitigate traffic problems during the early morning and late afternoon hours. For
several projects, including those at the Geysers and the Heber project,' it .was
recommended that above-ground pipes be painted earth-tone colors to reduce visual
impacts.

. 3.3 'SUMMARY

In general, envirorimelltal' ~nalyses of geothermal projects portrayed potential
impacts as relatively benign in comparison with most other, energy-producing
technologies. Fewer impacts were predicted, and, when present, their Consequences
were usually not expected to be serious. In many cases, impactS could be
substantially mitigated by. appropriate siting, design of facilities, and use of
appropriate control technologies.

Environmental impacts of' geothermal projects, their probability of occurrence
and their severity, are summarized in Table 3.9. Among the potential impacts most
frequently' cited, and •• hence. judged most ,likely to occur, were air pollution
(particularly by hydrogen ~ulfide), high noise levels, increased; erosion ,and
sedimentation, and use of land for geothermal development. Of these, only air
pollution had potential for ,severe impacts. Even in this case, nuisance odor, of
hydrogen sulfide was the'· major impact, and current control technologies were
generally predicted to be adequate to reduce· impacts to acceptable levels. Impacts
with .a moderate probability,.of occurrence.included subsidence, water ". pollution and
consumption, lOcal' climatic changes, and habitat" disturbance.. Severity,.of· impacts
was anticipated to be high for water consumption and sometimes high for water
pollution. Problems with consumption arose because areas in which water was
,neededfor!teoth~rmal activities also, tende4 to be areas where supplies were limited
and' where there were other heavy demarid~,,(e.g.,. irrigation) placed on ,water
supplies. For certai~.Im~riaIVall~y •. projects,'accelerated salinization,of the.Saiton
Sea and potentiaJ~dyerse eff~ctsoii its fisheries continue toibe "a concern. Other

. moderately probable .impacts'were. of low' to moderate .potentjal severity, depending,
on..'..s..·.ite- and. r.eso.. ur.ce.. ~specific.. ' p.a.. ram.,.et...e.r.s.. -I.m.... pacts...'.c.. o.. nside..r.ed.u.n.. l.. ike..l.y ..to.•··occ.ur
included .' seismicitY;~" yveU·.blowouts,and •cultural,and .socioeconomic.effects. Severity
Qf thes~' impactS was, ,ge~erany highly situation~d~pendent'and could. not be easily
predicted. Seismicity, for example, could be ,of ,a magnitude .'varyi~g from

,unnoticeable to that of amaj9r~ar~hquake.Theeffectsofblo~outs\Vould de~nd
'", OIl brine chemistry,. site and area ecology, and the magnitude and duration of the

accident. .The 'potential for', serious conflicts with native' Americans' was
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Table 3.9. Estimated probability of occurrence and severity of potentiallmpacts from
geothermal projects, as predicted menvironmental aDalyaes

Impact Probability Resource tyPe Severity of
of occurrence consequences

Land subsidence Moderate Water-ciominated Variable
hydrothermal

Induced seismie activity Low All Variable
(including earthquakes)

Air.pollution resulting from High All Low to moderateA
discharge of noneondensable
gases (e.g., hydrogen sulfide)

High noise levels of drilling High All Low to moderate
and plant operation

Chemical or thermal pollution Moderate All Moderate to high
of surfaee waters and groundwaters

Well blowouts Low Hydrothermal; Moderate to high
geopressure

Inereased erosion and High All Moderate
.sedimentation

Consumption of water for High Water-dominated High
eoolingpurposes hydrothermal, hot

dry rock

Use of land for wells, power High All Low
plants, transmission lines

Short-term elimatie changes Moderate Hydrothermal Low

Disturbance of natural habitat; Low to moderate All Low to moderate
alteration of ecosystems

Confliets with cultural and Low to moderate All; mainly in Moderate to high
archaeological values western regions

Socioeconomic problems Low All Low

oAssumes use of drift eliminators on eooling towers and Stretford process or comparable abatement
system for hydrogen sulfide control.

demonstrated by the Baca project, although other cultural and socioeconomic
problems were generally perceived as of low severity.

Mitigation measures, including proper siting, good construction practices, sound
plant design, and control technologies, were recommended for most of the impacts
in Table3.S. Proper site seleetioncould avoid or lessen disturbance of natural

,habitats, conflicts with cultural and archaeological' values, and the potential for
water pollution. Proper siting could also lessen the severity of consequences for air
pollution, noise, water pollution, and use of land. Good construction practices could
minimize minor air pollution from fugitive dust and limit erosion and
sedimentation. Plant and well field design could limit land use (e.g., by clustering
wells) and pollution probabilities (e.g., by use of sumps). Control teehnologiesare
available for reduction of air pollutants (including hydrogen sulfide and drift),
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noise, and prevention of blowouts. In addition, the technology for reinjecting spent
geothermal fluids, available from the oil and gas industry, was refined and applied
to geothermal brines. Reinjection greatly lessened concern over waste disposal as a
major impact and reduced the probability and degree of subsidence.

For projects in the geopressured zone, these conclusions must be qualified
somewhat. Although individual test wells were not expected to have serious impacts,
extensive development could threaten important biological resources. Construction
effects, subsidence, and well blowouts associated with larger projects located in the
coastal region of Texas and Louisiana could seriously alter the circulation patterns,
water chemistry, and thermal regimes of coastal wetlands, with consequent adverse
effects on the abundance of commercially and ecologically important organisms
(e.g., fish, shrimp, crab, and oysters). Mitigation measures could only partially
reduce the probability and degree of such impacts.

The environmental documents reviewed in this section took account of both site
specific analyses and the current state of knowledge regarding impacts of
geothermal development. Because geothermal development was and is relatively
limited, both in this country and elsewhere, there is a need to verify the nature and
extent of predicted impacts. It is important to establish which of the projects
covered by environmental analyses were carried out and, for those that were, how
the observed impacts actually compared to predictions. The results of these tasks
are reported in Sects. 4 and 5.
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4. CURRENT STATUS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
OF ACTIVE DOE GEOTHERMAL PROJECTS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This section reports the status of existing DOE geothermal projects and reviews
known enviroill~ental impacts, monitoring, and mitigation l>Y project. A comparison
with predictions 'and recommen<lations, made'· in the corresponding environmental
impact statemenf:(EIS) orEA is included where possible. :The purpose of this phase
of the study was ~

.'.~

• ascertain which predicted impacts had or had not occurred;

• verify th.at recommended or other appropriate mitigation and monitoring had
been conducted; ,

• identify anaiyticallimitatlons inth~eEA or EIS; and

• contribute" to the literature on actual environmental impacts of geothermal
development. '

The following discussiOll is ORNL's statfassessment,-which 'is based on
telephone and personal contacts with government and industry per$onnel (Table
2.2). The organizatioll and presentation of resultS for the projects varies according
to the nature and detail of available information.::

4.2 CURREN:T STATUS OF DOE GEOTHERMAL PROJECTS

The current status of extant DOE:g~o.thermal projects is given in Table 4.1. The
general natuteof expected Emviron~ental~oncerns,excluding potential effects of
accidents, is also,stated~:Qf,the'24-specific projects for, which EAs7were written
and which were l'evieweci in.Phase- I,16"sti.n exist.None()f the cancelled projects
for which an::EAwas issuecfis knownto'have been terminated for, environmental
reasons. Only_ eight of the remaining projects are currently operational, of which
three are geopressure test wells, to be decommissioned within the next two to three
years. Of the no,noperating projects", only", th,eRaft River pilot P,lant 8.,nd test loop

. .. . . ..." .. -.. ...'.

has been carried through to completion. The Hawaii test facility is operational but
is the subject of lItigation regarding effects ,of future' development on local ambient
air quality (hydrogen sulfide concentrations), and noise. Other projects are in early
stages of design, exploration,or'construction.

4-1



Table 4.1. Current status and possible environmental concerns of DOE geothermal projects

Project (state) Status Environmental concerns Reference (date)

Geopressured

Dow Parcperdue Restoration complete Insignificant Draft EA (1980)
Gladys McCall Flow testing Minor impacts on marsh EA-0134 (1980)
Sweet Lake Well shut in Minor EA-0065 (1980) .
Pleasant Bayou Flow testing Minor EA-0013 (1978)

Hydrothermal

Brady Hot Springs Operational Insignificant EIA/GEI77-5 (1977)
Westmorland Field development Several minor impacts EA-0058 (1979)
South Bra.wley Field development Several minor impacts EIAIGE/77-7 (1977) ~

I

East Mesa Field development Several minor impacts EA-0089 (1979)
I:"

Heber Early construction Several minor impacts EA-0119 (1980)
NCPA, Geysers Operational Several minor impacts Joint studyA
Boise Construction Insignificant Draft EA(1981)
Raft River Complete, for sale Few minor impacts EA-0090 (1979)
Marlin Operational Insignificant EA-01l7 (1980)
Baca Abandoned before construction Minor restoration impacts EIS-0049 (1980)
Hawaii Operational Noise, hydrogen sulfide EA-0071 (1979)

Hot Dry Rock

Fenton Hill Operational Few minor impacts EA-0091 (1979)

IINorthern California Power Agency, NCPA No. ! Geothermal Power Plant, FiMl Joint Environmental StwJ:y.

.. 'tl
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4.3 ENVIIlONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS OF DOE GEOTHERMAL
PROJECTS

4.3.1 HfllVaJi

4.3.1.1 Impacts

The Hawaii Well Test and Research Station projects [1, 5] involved the drilling
of one geothermal well, testing of the physical and chemical characteristics of the
resource, and the construction and operation of a power plant to generate
app'roximatelY~ MW of.electr~city.T~ date, there has bee.n

.no ,violation of ambient air qualitystalidards,

• noise levels less than 160 dB.A at the nearest sensitive receptors,
". ~ .' '.' ;' -. - '.' .'

• no degradation of groundwater or surface water (catchment basins),

• no significant conflict with cultural resources, and

• no significant socioeconomic·impacts.:

As predicted, hydrogen sulfide emissions were frequently noticeable (by odor)
during well testing and .areoccasionallynoticeable·during power' plant operation
when the turbine is down and the s~eam is. vellted to. the atmosphere, bypassing the
primary hydrogen sulfide' abatement 'system (i~cinerator-scrubber). Ongoing
monitoring·atthesiteand:at stations in nearby residential areas has recorded a
maximum hydrogen sulfidelevelof less than 50ppbduring worst-case conditions
(open venting). This level 'produces a :detectable odor· and exceeds California
standards of 30 ppb. (There are no federal or Hawaii state·· standards.for hydrogen
sulfide.) There is no evidence to suggest that such levels present health hazards.

Noise levels from the venting of steam have been. minimiz.ed by ar~k muffler.
The hum of machinery is audible at the plant boundarY but not at sensitive

.. receptors (e.g., nearby houses, .hospitals,,~chools).. A .... loud ruIIlble audible. at a
: distance 0["900 to 1000 'in ;is' evident during plant start-up andweJl ~lean-out and

lasts about 1 d. A noise resembling a sonic. boom is also heard at the same
distance during steam-cleaning of ~pipes.However,.these noise levels;' are: attenuated
to acceptable)evelsov~r the distance between the . plant and. nearby residential
areas, as indicated 'byresults ofnoise monitoring. . -' ..'

4.3.1.2 Mitigation aUld tnonitoring

Mitigation measures recommended by DOE in its ,EAs included
to -, - .... -;, . ..- - . .- ':~.'

• iron·.catalystorStretford process for hydrogen.·sulfide abatement;

', .• standard noise mufflers for equipment/machineryand for vented steam, and
i' ',-;- ~ ":: .- . - . ~ - ': .. , . < : -";'

• ,careful scheduling of operations ~ minimize noise impacts.

The hydrogen sulfide abatement system actually used at Hawaii is an
incinerator-scrubber (NaOH) that is reported to be 99.9% efficient. Noise from
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vented steam is attenuated by a rock muffler. Standard engineering design:mufflers
are used on equipment and machinery. Operations producing the highest noise levels
are conducted only during daytime hours.

Monitoring at and near the Hawaii site has included measurements of air and
surface water quality and ambient noise levels. The monitoring program has
revealed no standards violations and no significant impacts.

4.3.2 Imperial Valley, California

4.3.2.1 Impacts

The four extant projects in· the Imperial Valley (Heher· [91 Westmorland [291
East Mesa [30], and South Brawley [25]) are still in· early stages of development. All
projects are to consist of testing, field development,. and construction ,and operation
of power plants ranging from 48 to 55 MW(e). Minor, short-term impacts which
were predicted and have occurred for all four projects include

• fugitive dust from traffic and excavation;

• noise greater than 100 dBA from drilling, testing, and operation of heavy
equipment;

• minor pollutant emissions from vehicles and equipment; and

• infrequent hydrogen sulfide odor during flow testing.

Although the potential for subsidence and induced seismicity will exist
throughout the life of the projects, state and county officials expect the probability
for both to be quite low. As predicted, impacts due to increased construction traffic
have not been significant.

4.3.2.2 Mitigation and monitoring

Mitigation measures which were recommended and have been instituted for all
projects include

• use of modern vehicles/equipment with pollution control devices,

• spraying and/or gravelling of unpaved areas to reduce fugitive dust,

• use of modern mufflers on vehicles and equipment to reduce noise, and .

• scheduling of operations during daytime hours.

Monitoring of subsidence and seismicity is performed throughout the Imperial
Valley in a network involving the U.S. Geological Survey, California Division of Oil
and Gas, and Imperial County. Independent monitoring may also be conducted by
developers; for example, Chevron is presently monitoring seismicity in the' Heber
field. Ambient air quality monitoring is performed by the Imperial 'County Air

•

•
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Pollution District for the State of California. Water quality is regulated by Permits
and orders of the regional office of the California 'Uivision ;of Water Resources.

4.3.3 Geopressure Projects, Texas and.Louisiana

4.3.3.1 Impacts

The four geopressure' projects ,(Pleasant Bayo~ [141 Sweet Lake [191 Gladys
McCall [211 and Dow. Parcperque [20]) consist of >welldrilling' into th~ geopressured
g~o~h~rmal ' ',zone,' (8oooto 4OQO m), testing of physi~l and chemical
characteristics.of the.resource,andthe production and sale of natural gas. All wells
have beendrilledand.have been tested· to. varying degrees.

Actual 'impacts were less severe thanjmpact predictions in the EAsfor these
projects. Minor, short-term impacts that were predicted and occurred for all four
projects included

• fugitive dust,

• gaseous vehicle/equipment emissions,

.' .limited ,erosio,n, .and

.. noise levels above 100 dBA.
, ,

In addition, contamination of a smalLarea of marsh water and sediment may have
occ\1rre,{atthe(}ladysMcCall site as .a !'esult,ofdisposal of drilling mud in an
unlined pit. The Dow proje~t ,was completed in an, environmentally acceptable
manner and the .sitere~tored to· itsoriginal.condition ,(Reedet aL 1982);
Temporary minor ,soil contamination"and degradation of groundwater because of a
·torn liner in the brine storage ,pit was ~xperiencedbut not to the extent ,that
vegetation or wildlife was or is likely to be affected. Prompt. removal¢
contaminated soil and reinjection of fluids· remaining in the brine pit prev~nted

widespread, long-term contamination..

4.3.3;2 '.Mitigation andmonltoring

DespiterecoUltnendationsln the EAs~ thegeolu-essure' projects did' not require
hydrogen'sulfideabatement .systems because 'concentrations were low ~ough' to
allowflaririg of the gas without' violating standards. Mufflers on vehicles' and
equipmehtininimized noise to acceptable leveis ,at sensitive receptors. Bi-ine storage
and drilling mud disposal 'pits were lined at the Dow site but unlined atPleas8.Ilt
Bayou and Gladys McCall. .' . '.

Monitoring'recommended a.ndactuallyconducted· included'

" air quality,

• groundwater,

• surface water,
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• noise, and

• seismicity and subsidence.

Air quality and water quality monitoring yielded data that indicated no
significant change in ambient levels of pOllutants. Noise monitoring at Pleasant
Bayou provided information that corresponded well with predictions derived from
noise modeling; that is, noise levels due to well drilling and testing at the
geopressure project sites were within acceptable levels at sensitive receptors. As a
result, noise was not monitored at the other three project sites.

Seismic and subsidence monitOring has ··continued .for all four projects. Air
qllalityrnonitoring recommended in the EAwas not conducted at the Gladys McCall
site, because monitoring at other sites demonstrated that impacts were negligible.
Water quality monitoring was discontinued in 1982 for the Pleasant Bayou project,
because no significant impact was found after several years of data collection.

4.3.4 Marlin, Texas

The Geothermal Direct Heat Project in Marlin, Texas [81 began flow testing in
late 1979 and operational testing in early 1982. The most important environmental
issues associated with construction and operation of the project were drilling noise
and surface disposal of geothermal fluids. Impacts thus far have largely supported
predictions made in the EA. Because drilling operations had to be completed to
determine the suitability of the geothermal fluid for surface disposal, the noise
issue was essentially resolved before the EA was prepared. The use of an especially
large muffler aIfd other precautions taken during drilling were found to· reduce
noise at the hospital (less than 10 m from operations) to tolerable levels. No
complaints were received from patients or residents during the three months of
drilling and construction.

.Drill cuttings, which were not hazardous, were removed to an approved disposal
site, and other nonhazardous solid waste was hauled to the city landfill (Conover
et al. 1983). During construction and flow testing (prior to completion of the EA)
runoff and geothermal fluids contaminated with drilling mud, mud additives, and
other suspended solids flowed via the city storm-water drainage system· into an
artificial storm-water catchment and then via a small creek into a slough. The
slough in turn drains to the Br~zos River. Impacts on these aquatic systems were
mitigated by using drilling muds with only nontoxic additives and by the relatively
long residence time of geothermal fluids in the catchment basin, which permitted
cooling and settling of suspended solids before entering natural waterways. .

The catchment basin was only one-half the depth and area it was first believed
to be, but residence time for the spent fluids was sufficient because the fluid was
already quite cool by the time it entered the basin. The fluid's greater density (due
to salinity) caused it to flow along the bottom of the basin with little mixing until it
approached the outfall into Bean Branch, whereupon it became well-mixed.
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One other mitigative measure described in the EA, the stair-step waterfall for
aer~tion of 'the spent fluids before entrY into'the 'catchment basin', has not been
built. The maximum height available for a waterfall was subsequently found to be
too low to significantly enhance aeration. In any event, no adverse effects beyond
the catchment basin have been observed.

With, respect.to surface disposal of geothermal fluids ' produced during
operations, the. EA predicted chemical degradation of waters and associated aquatic
life in the catchment basin.but no significant impacts on other downstream surface
waters or, their aquatic communities.'These predictions are partially supported by
ehemicaland, biological monitoring .,conductedsince operations began (Conover
,eta!. .1983); the catchment basin is a highly stressed system (although not
completely devoid of fish and other aquatic life) whereas sampling further
downstream revealed no evidence ,of adverse effects on water quality or aquatic life.

'Because ,no baseline (predischarge) data were collected, however, the degree to
which the catchment.pond 'owes its stressed condition to geothermal discharges
'cannot·. be ascertained: Nor can' it be ,stated with any certainty. that subtle changes
in aquatic communities of the creek or slough have not occurred~ In any event, the
discharged geothermal fluids . must satisfy the requirements (water quality
standards of the Texas Water Development .Board) of a discharge permit issued by
the ·Texas :Railroad Commission as well·, as those of an NPDES permit issued by the

,U,S".Environmental Protection Agency. Spent fluids are monitored monthly.
The experience with this project's operation .so ,far, generally supports the

predictions made in the EA. It also underscores, however, the importance of
adequate baseline monitoring before commencement. of .construction and operation,
particularly with respect to aquatic resources, since the highly stressed condition of
the, catchment basin.could. not be attributed toa particular sour~with any
certainty. Further 'characterization of Bean Branch and McCullough Slough (both
before. and since .operations began) was. also ' w~rranted .to .permit an adequate
evaluation oCtheir importance as aquatic resources<and to establish a basis for
predicting and detecting adverse effects of project construction. and operation. .'

4.3.G.,Brady Hot Springs, Nevada

The Geothermal Food .Processors project at Brady Hot'Springs, Nevada [251· has
been' ,in operation since 1979. No substantive adverse effects on the environment
·have.beenobserved,·as·was predicted by the .EA. In.particular:

-flow te~tingdid not'exceed the capacity otthe catchlIlentbasin,

:• hydrogen.sulfideemissions.have.not been a problem, ..

.riothlng of~rcha~ological value was'discovered,
I .~, .../' :- " '" .' " .. : ,

-:interference of operations with grazing .. has not occurred because adjoining
Jandsare salt flats unsuitable .forgrazing,

• no'adverse' effects' of .n.OiS~OIl Fernley Wildlife Refuge or nearest residents
have been observed,
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• no ground subsidence has been noted,

• no accumulation of constituents of geothermal fluid ,to levels toxic to wildlife
or waterfowl have been noted, and '

•.. no accidental spills'or blowouts·have occurred.

Most of the mitigative measures recommended by the EA appear to have been
implemented. Access roads and the parking lot were paved to reduce dust. Waste
vegetable matter is trucked to a farm and used to feed pigs. Although not planned
as a mitigative measure, plant operations are limited to approximately 150d each
year from late spring (May) to early fall (October) as described in the EA. ,This
schedule limits atmospheric emissions' to the period of most active· atmospheric
dispersion.

. One substantive. change from operations as described in the EA concerns
reinjection. All process and geothermal fluids were to be reinjected after removal of
solids; instead, the fluids are allowed, by a'state permit issued in December of1978,
to flow from the cooling pond into a large salt flat where they evaporate. Some of
the fluid probably percolates into the ground. The rationale for surfaeedisposal,
acCording to the Division of Environmental Protection, Nevada Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources, is that the geothermal fluids· naturally
surfaced via a flowing artesian well prior to construction of the geothermal· project.
In any case, surface disposal to a salt flat is unlikely to·constitute a significant
souree of adverse environmental impacts.

4.3.6 Fenton Hill, New Mexico

The Fenton Hill Hot Dry Rock Project [11] has been operating to some extent
since 1977. Generally, the construction and operating experience at Fenton Hill
supports the assessment presented in the EA that no significant impacts were likely
to occur. Problems have arisen over disposal of wastewater and possibly over water
availability, as discussed below.

The EA stated that future surface disposal of wastewater into the dry arroyos
would be regulated under an NPDES permit requiring treatment and removal of
harmful constituents before release. However, as actually issued, the permit only
requires monitoring of constituents in the discharge. No limits on the
concentrations or quantities of constituents discharged ,and no treatment before the
approximately yearly releases are required. The only treatment· the wastewaters
currently receive is settling in the holding ponds. Although the EA stated that no
drilling fluids would be released, the wastewater does contain supernatant from
drilling muds. In addition, elevated concentrations of sodium, lithium, boron,
arsenic, and cadmium sometimes occur (Purtymun et a!. 1981). Finally, the
presence of a high-quality aquifer separated from the facility only by some 130 m
of highly permeable strata caused New Mexico to request a groundwater discharge
plan be submitted to the Oil Conservation Division of the State Energy and
.Minerals Department. According to the state, implementation of such a plan should

f
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eliminate surface discharge beyond an evaporation' basin. A plan has been
submitted, but concern has arisen that compliance with discharge limitations may
be difficult. "

Impacts of surface discharge;were predicted to be, and appear to have been,
minimal. 'The quantity of fluid discharged in 1980 was slightly lower than that
predicted in the EA. Except for some' indication of lithium and 'boron accumulation
in vegetation in 'the, arroyo within 400 m, of the site, no adverse, effeCts on

'biological and 'surface •or groundwat.er reSources (Purtymun et al. '1981) have been
observed,' which is '. consistent, withEA "predictions. 'Monitoring to detect ,any
undesirable effects of surface discharge is' being conducted as recommended in the
EA.

The EA also indicated thafwaterrequirements for the project may eventually
exceed the quantity of groundwater locally available to the project. rrhe staff at Los
Alamos agree that the 18,500m3/yeargtiaranteed by the New Mexico' state
Engineer may not adequately supply future needs.

:'Furthermore, it is not yet' clear whether the' groundwater pumped to supply the
project is recharged by water from the Rio Grande system alone, or from both the
Jemez Riversysteplas"well 'as the Rio Grande (the project ,lies. approximately on
the divide between these two systems). If the Jemez River system is shown also to
recharge the aquifer'beingpumpedby the project, then the operators will have to
buy additional water from someone, wiUingto sell it to compensate for losses,from
the river.

To help meet future water requiremtmtsfor the project, a 20,000 m3

polyethylene-lined storage lagoon has been ,built. Water is being imported by truck
to supplement the onsite groundwater supplies. A water rights suit recently filed in
federal court by 'a group of Indian tribes further complicates the water supply
question. A' ruling in favOr of the Indian tribes' conceivably' could interfere with
~oundwaterllseatthe Fenton Hill project. \

" Drilling muds and cuttings are permanently buried in a mud pit using standard
'techniques common to oil well drilling. Although this practice may be at variance
With, that ,described' in the, EA, Which'. stated" that cuttings. 'and 'muds would be

"disposed ,of offsite, '. the,'adverse effects .are ,reported to be negligible.' Other
nonhazardous solid wastes, such' as ·trash~ are hauled offsite to an approved 'county

,landfill for disposal. . '
.No adver~eeff~ts ,on the terrestrial environment have been observed beyond the

immediat.eareas,of ,construction ,and:operation,asPredicted by ,the EA. The EA did
advance the possibility that physiologicaldrought might be induced in ,vegetation in
the thermal plume,inthe'immediatevicinity of:the project, but no adverse effects
have so far peen observed. Although the project is surrounded by good elk habitat,
and, indeed; lies in t~,emiddle, of a~ elk'migration route"agaJn, no adverse 'effects
~)li'the'el~havebeenseen.This isc?nsistent with the EA's projection thatany-thtng
:more than avoidance by elk ofthe immediate area of the'project would be unlikely.':

',.~ .- -" . .,- - . .. -. ,-...-.
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4.3.7 Boise Geothermal Limited, Idaho

Most construction on the Boise geothermal project [35] was completed. by
February 1983. The project has operated at a relatively low level since then. Overall,
the limited operational experience at Boise to date supports the· EA's finding of. no
significant environmental impacts. Minor impacts which were predicted and. have
occurred include noise during construction and drilling and a slight odor of
hydrogen sulfide near the facility. Casual visual cheeks and monitoring drawdown
in other area wells have revealed no subsidence or seismicity. BenchmarJts
reportedly have been established to aid in detection of subsidence. The geothermal
resource appears to lie in a reasonably firm geologie formation. There was no
disturbance of historic or archaeological resources at the site, an old military
reserve. A survey indicated no specimens of the wild onion proposed for·. federal
listing as an endangered species "existed on the well site.

With two exceptions, no changes, deletions, or additions to recommended
monitoring or mitigation measures are known to have been made. Such measures
have included

• disposal of drilling muds (nonhazardous) in an offsite city landfill,

• onsite burial and covering of other nonhazardous solid wastes,

• monitoring of drawdown in area wells, and

• monitoring of water quality in the Boise River.

Exceptions to the recommendations include the following:

• The EA stated that standard blowout preventers would be used on all wells.
Standard blowout preventers were not used, however (some blowout prevention
equipment was provided, and prudent procedures followed), because the
pressure and temperature of the resource is relatively low.. No blowouts or
other uncontrolled releases have yet occurred. Scheduled releases during flow
testing (approximately 5 mS/min) were adequately contained in the storm
basins as predicted by the EA. Fluid chemistry was not determined. The fluid
was eventually released to the Boise River. No adverse effects on the river. or
its biota were evident.

• Unusually high river flows have thus far prevented installation of a planned
discharge diffuser in the Boise River for disposal of geothermal fluids.
However, the high flows presumably have aided diffusion and no adverse
effects on water quality or aquatic life of the Boise River is yet evident.

Two impacts were at variance with predictions in the EA. First,. the probability
of interference with other wells was expected to be minimal, but a drawdownof
2 to 3 m has already. been reported at one well less than 1 km away as a result
of operations at the project. Although this drawdown at a single well is reported to
be insignificant, it should be noted again that the project has operated for a short
time only, and at a relatively low level. Further interference, therefore, may be a

..
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reasonable' possibility when the facility approaches fuli capacity for long periods. On
the other hand, project operation may tendto/b1itigate (by lowering internal
pressures) the y~rt~cal,leakage fro~ deep" geothermal sy,stems to surface waters or
near-surface aquifers currently believed to be occurring naturally. To protect
against project-related leakage,' all' wells have been" eased to below the levels of
shallow (water table) aquifers as stated in the EA. A water leveland water quality
program was. established in October of 1982.

SecondlY,alI four SiteS proposed for' potential drilling operations were or are
being, drilled." The 'EA had stated, that use of 'more than one' ". drilling site was
unlikely. The temporary disturbance of the four sites in the Military Reserve Park
.res~lte~ in a mi~or ,CQnflict over, aes,thetics'Yit~ the City Parks Department, which
was'resolved., through ,burial of about .. 75% of eachpumphouse and,revegetation and
restoration'of the rest of the'disturbed areas by the Parks Department.

4.3.8 Northern California Power Agency No.2 (NCPA No.2)

. NCPA No. 2 [33] came on line in 1982. Its brief operating life has been
characterized by many start-ups and shut-dowris because of recent' slirpluses of
hydropower. Currently, it has been operating at about 75% of capacity but will soon
be operating at near full capacity. So far, no significant adverse environmental
impacts have been discerned beyond the immediate area of the geothermal facilities.
One .,'accidentalspill~curred, when "a, pipeline carrying a mixture of steam
con'densate and' raiiiwater ruptured. This ~uid was being transported .from the
reinjection basin to a construction area for use in compaction. Most of the spill was
trapped in a ' sedimentation', basin,'·but about 800 L escaped "to a tributary' of Big
Sulphur Creek. Because much of the fluid was rainwater, its water quality was
reported to be better than,th~ tributary's water quality; consequently, no significant
impacts were expected or observed. " .

A, natural seep f()rwhich s~rne,concernwas, expres,sed in the Joint
,Environmental Study; (JES) [33] has generally rema~nedfree of contamination with
thepossib~e exception of. minor inputs from ,cooling tower drift. The ,seep was
beiieve'd to' beol,some importance as. a' source.of water to ,local wildlife.' In
compliance with a recommendation in theJES,a concretewa~rstoragebasinand
drinking facility for wildlife has, been built, to mitigate any adverse effects on the
seep,as ~ wa.terin~ hole.' .' " . '. • .' .. ' ,

O'therrecommended measures for mitigating or, monitoring the potential effects
of project construction and operation generally' have been implemented:

'. revegetation of all disturbed areas;
-,. .", J '

. • reinjection of liquids, including storm runoff collected around ,power plant ,or
at well pads;
., .. -

• 'monitoring of offsite runoff following ,each storm eV,ent;

• construction e,f a sedimentation basin;
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• submission of a Spill Prevention Contingency and Containment Plan to the
California Water Quality Control Board;

• construction of a 1700 m3, lined spill retention basin around the cooling towers
and installation of water level indicators in the towers;

• llse.ofexisting roads where possible;

• stair-stepping of slopes and construction of runoff diversion channels;

• maintenance of a 9O-m-wide undisturbed buffer zone on either side of the
unnamed tributary;

• participation in the Geysers Aquatic Resources Monitoring program involving
area monitoring of erosion, heavy· metals, .phosphate, sulfate, dissolved oxygen,
and fish populations in area streams;

• use of drift eliminators (99.998% efficiency);

• monitoring of radon, arsenic, mercury, boron, hydrogen sulfide, and ammonia
in geothermal steam, and these contaminants plus total suspended .particulates
and vanadium in ambient air;

• installation and monitoring of a hydrogen sulfide abatement system;

• monitoring of vegetation plots for boron concentrations and effects;

• offsite disposal of potentially toxic wastes (e.g., drilling muds) at an approved
Class II-I waste disposal site; and

• monitoring of state-listed uncommon, threatened, or endangered plants for
adverse effects.

Some changes in recommended mitigation or monitoring have been made. For
example, a solids removal system for the hydrogen sulfide abatement system was
found to be unnecessary because sulfates remained in solution and were, therefore,
simply reinjected with other fluids. In addition, project staff are attempting to
delete the current requirement for monitoring sour gas entering the hydrogen
sulfide abatement system, because only the gases exiting the system are
environmentally important. This system has kept hydrogen sulfide emissions far
below the standard established by the North Sonoma County Air Pollution District,
although upset conditions occasionally required shutdown of the plant.. Finally,
recommended stockpiling of topsoil for later replacement was .found to be
unrealistic because so little topsoil exists at the site.

No blowouts, landslides, or problems with noise have occurred thus far. .In some
respects, this project and others at the Geysers field may have had some beneficial
environmental effects: -

• guard-houses and other project-related barriers to public access have reduced
poaching and damage from off-the-road vehicles;

• removal of the cattle has reduced overgrazing, permitting revegetation and
some alleviation of erosion-related problems;
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• stabilization of existing roads has partially alleviated erosion; and

• a burning program has been' established' to increaseprodlietionof appropriate
foods for wildlife. '. ,

.In ,summary, no significant adverse ,environmental effects related '. to 'construction

.~nd,operation of the NCPkNo.2 geothermal project have.been demo~strated.The
p~oject, howe:ver, has b~en- operationai ,fora 'brief 'time only; long-term and
cumulative effects, particularly'on'vegetation and air quality, are unknown.

, .

4.3.9 Raft River, Idaho

The Raft River Geothermal Program [3, 6] at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory was designed to demonstrate both direct-use appliCatIons and electricity
,ge~eration ,from II!odera~-temperaturegeothermalfluid.A comprehensive. program
,of environmental assessment, monitoring,and.protection was a" part of the
demonstration., The, results of the environmental work are reviewed by Thurow and
.Cahn (1982)., No '" major environmental impacts resulted .'. from development of' the
Raft, River GeotliermalRese~rch Facility.' Potfmtialconcerns which had been
identified, (Sect......3). i.nclu.ded.. :"< ,.. . ...

, .
• air emissions (TSP)/, '"

• induced seismicity and subsidence,

• effects on water quality and hydrology,

• raptor disturbance, and

• disturbance of historic and archaeological sites.

Emissions from the geothermal development were measured as being well below
National Ambient Air Quality Standards, air quality in the area being affected
mainly by agricultural activities. Changes in groundwater quality were negligible.
Short, transient, groundwater-pressure responses were noted during geothermal
production and reinjection, but values returned to normal when these activities
ceased. There were no spills of geothermal fluids into the Raft River, and no other
measured effects on surface waters. The nesting success of ferruginous hawks in the
valley was not impaired by geothermal and associated human activities, provided a
minimum O.6-km buffer zone was maintained around nest sites. No increase in
seismicity was detected as a result of geothermal development. Although subsidence
has been occuring' in the valley because of excessive pumping of groundwater, no
elevational changes resulting from geothermal activities were detected. There was
no impact on known historic or archaeological sites, and socioeconomic effects were
minimal as a result of proper planning.
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4.3.10 Baca, New Mexico

The Baca Demonstration Project [7] .was intended to demonstrate operation of a
50-MW power plant using geothermal fluid. The project was abandoned in 1981
when difficulty was encountered in supplying the required amount of steam (Kerr
1982). The impacts of the project were limited to land disturbance from well drilling
and preconstruction activities. In addition to small areas required forSl .drilling
attempts (including preprojectdrilling), the following areas were disturbed:

• the intended plant site (about 8 hal,

• meteorological tower laydown area (about 1 hal,

• concrete batch area (about 1 hal, and

• rock quarry (about 5 hal.

No clearing or disturbance for transmission lines occurred. In conjunction with
abandonment, the disturbed .areas were fully or partially restored in accordance
with wishes of the private landowner. Structures which were left include a concrete
wall retaining the hill· above the plant site, the portion of the quarry· existing before
the project, and a sedimentation pond between project activities a.nd· nearby
Redondo Creek. Restoration of the site appears to have adequately minimized the
possibility of erosion and sedimentation following abandonment. Hence, the actual
impacts of the project were negligible, with adequate reclamation.



p. CONCLUSIONS

.Two general conclusions emerge from' this survey, of environmental impacts of
DOE geothermal projects:

• the survey confirms thegeneriHly minor nature ofimpacts; and

• th~ sur~~y demonst~ates the i~portance' of environmental analyses, early
environmental planning, baseline and subsequent monitoring, and the
comprehensive use of mitigation measures.

The only impacts which were not anticipated by.the project EA.s were
(1) additional land ·reqtiiremeIitsfrom the 'use of four ·drillsites instead of one and
(2) the drawdownofareawells" at Boise. The only 'discrepancy between
recommended ~nd implemepted mitigation was at the Dow Parcperdue well, where
inadequate attention to,.' storage pit ,liners could have caused tempora~ soil
contamination. 'Other discrepancies either proved' insignificant .or· .'. adequate
substitutes were found. In general, the EAs appeared appropriately conservative
and reasonably accurate ill assessing the nature and severity of impacts.

The survey revealed a number of' mitigation -measures which' have been
implemented at ,projects, with ,consequent. reductions. in environmental impacts.
Frequentlyencountere,d arElas for monitor~ng a~d mitigationineluded, in general:

• noise' reduction,

• drift eliminawrs,

• groundwater and surface water monitoring,

• seismicity and subsidence monitoring,

• fugitive dust reduction,

• erosion and sedimentation reduction,

• blowout prevention, and

• spill and waste retention.

The importance of these and other methods for maintaining the relatively benign
nature of geothermal energy utilization cannot be overemphasized.

Three provisos must accompany the above conclusions. First, this survey of
actual impacts was clearly not exhaustive. Also, a limited number of projects, with
short or no operating history, were available for verification. As more and larger
projects become operational, the frequency and magnitude of departures from
predictions may increase. Under these circumstances, the verification of actual
impacts in comparison with predictions, as conducted here, assumes increasingly
greater importance. Finally, many impacts, such as the probability and effects of
blowouts, involve substantial unknowns and were predicted in a generic manner
even in site-specific EAs. It is clear, however, that early analyses of environmental
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problems, although uncertain, and subsequent planning for appropriate mitigation
or monitoring, can contribute substantially to avoidance of environmental
degradation.

Ip addition to the above two conclusions, a few generalizations can be made
about the environmental impacts of geothermal energy. These are

- accidents involving spills are the most serious concern,· potentially threatening
surface water and groundwater, terrestrial and aquatic biotic communities,
arid air quality; .

- noise associated with drilling and production is a ,persistent feature of all
geothermal activities;

-effects due to H2Sandcoolingtower drift are a frequent possibility, and
. methods ,for predicting impacts require further development;

- all 'projects involve a suite of construction-related impacts (e.g., 'erosion and
fugitive dust emission) that are similar to those for any energy-development
'project; and

- solid wastes (e.g., descaling sludge and H2S control) may involve,bazardous
materials and must be disposed of properly.

'Despite these generalizations, site-specific assessment of environmental 'impacts
remains imperative, both because the nature and extent of emissions cali differ
substantially and because the receiving systems differ in their susceptibility and
their importance to man. Moreover, as geothermal development proceeds,
consideration of the cumulative impacts of additional projects will become
increasingly important [7,30,34].

•
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AppendixB

OUTLINE OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS,
MONITORING/MITIGATION MEASURES, AND AGENCY CONTACTS

! .. 'i;

This outline presents a summary of major potential impacts that may be
encountered in geothermal projects. It is intended to be useful to project managers
and planners, especially in early stages of a project. For each heading, examples of
potential concerns, mitigation and monitoring measures, and initial agency contacts
are given. The list is not exhaustive, ,nor would all 'concerns and mitigation
measures be applicable to a particular ,site. The outline is not a regulatory guide or
summary of control systems, although these were considered in' giving examples of
mitigation measures and of contacts.

I. Airborne Emissions

,.. A. Potential Concerns

1. HY'd~()gen sulf~de: nuisance odor, possible long-term health effects

2. Boron: vegetation damage

3. Other gases,iandtrace: metals' '(e.g.,o·mercury, arsenic, ammonia,
methane, radon): health andvegetation effects

"0 -.- .', "I: - .:;

4. Salts (drift from cooling towers): vegetation damage
• . -,> ,', ". ", "-. -: ~. :';' " ;', ' ......; .. ' '." " _... " '. -,". - ,- ,

5. Fugitive dust (construction): important inPSD Class I areas

6. Climatic change (fogging and icing):.short..term,local

B. Mitigation and Monitoring

1. Air quality baseline and opera,tional monitOring often required

2.,Control required,forhydrogensulfide (e.g, Stretfordprocess), salt drift
(drift eliminators) and ,dust (moistening and planting of surfaces)

-:' -<;;; ; -" . ". .. - ',: i <. <,;,';., -.''.,. .:: ,:. ,_..}' -~:' ',!

3. Reduce climati~,effects by inclu4inganaly~is o( local meteorology in
site selection >',' • " ' •

C. .COntacts

1. U.S. EnviroriiheritalProtection Agency

2. State, county, and region~l air-pOllution offici~ls
~ ..,

II. Noise

A. Potential Concerns

1. Well" drilling, especially air'drillhlg

2. Construction of facilities

B-1
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3. Operation (venting and staclcing" breaks and blowouts, cooling towers,
equipment)

B. Mitigation and Monitoring

1. Use :cif Inufflers

2. ,Timingof activity

3. Siting to avoid sensitive receptors

C. ContactS

1; .U.S.-Environmental :ProtectionAgency

- 2. State, local, or regionalofficials

III. Surface Water and Aquatic Ecosystems

A. Potential Concerns

1. Increased turbidity and sedimentation; deteriorating water quality;
damage to aquatic life

2. U~controlled 'releases and spills; chemical and thermal damage to
water quality and aquatic ecosystems

3., Hydrologic and ecological alterations from induced subsidence

4. Flow reductions in streams and hot springs

5. Water '. use (cooling; makeup for reinjection needs, hot dry rock
systems) coriflicts

6. Presence of threatened, endangered, or important species

7. Leaching of solid wastes

B. Mitigation and Monitoring

1. Determination of baseline water quality and value of aquatic habitat

2. Good construction practices to limit turbidity and sedimentation

3. Special surveys, structures, and buffer zones

4. Reinjection to limit surface disposal of liquid wastes; sl1bsidence -

5. Disposal of solid wastes in licensed disposal site

6. Monitoring of surface water chemistry

7. Use of existing roads, canals, pads, and other facilities when possible

8. Use of blowout preventers

9. Establishment of a spill prevention and countermeasure plan

•
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C. Contacts
1. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

2. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Endanger~d Species Office

3. State game and fish offices

4. State water quality offices

IV. Disturbance of Land Use and Terrestrial Ecosystems

A. Potential Concerns
\

1. Erosion and landsliding: loss of productivity

2. Cooling tower drift: damage to naturaloragri'cultural.ecosystems:

3. Spills: thermal· or chemical damage to ecosystems .

4. Presence of prime or unique farmlands

5. Presence of threatened, endangered or important species

6. Presence of critical or unique natural babitats

7. Improper reclamation

B. Mitigation and Monitoring

1. Early mapping of habitat and land ase during site seleetion to avoid
impact

2. Special surveys, structures,and buffer zones for threatened,
endangered, or important species

3. Good construction practices to limit erosion

4. Prompt revegetation
-' • ; . :_ . - ~ " '< ': ,., ',. "!. "0'.:;' , . . ;~

5. Ge()tech,nical inptlt.~ pl~nt andweJl. pad desi~ .to limit erosion and
landslidirig; . ,,~>;, i,' .' '.: ..... .... ' .. . '..

6. Clustering wells to limit land use

7. Plant desi~ to minimize escape cif spillS'
.8~' 'BlovJ()ut;Pt~v~ftt~rJ :on';~1l~ :i i

9. Use of ~xisting roads and facilities when possible
_;!'_~:>; 1 ',"':Ci :y ;',,~ ",- .,,''.,j ';.' ,;,' '~:\_~ j' ~',,' ';- ,- ',~':",; <, ~;~':

C. Contacts

1. U.S. Fish and Wndlife,Se~ice,Endangered,SpeciesOf~ice
.' I i.,:' ''-'',' .' ,,', '.

2. State fish and game offices '
>, '. i . ":' - '" • ~A

3. U.S. Soil Conservation Service (prime and unique farmlands, erosion
prevention, land use capabilities, revegetation, and reclamation)
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V. Groundwater Contamination

A. Potential Concerns

1. Leakage frotit ~ell cases

2. Seepage from unlined pits

3. Spills

4. Lowered water tables

5. Cross-connection of potable and nonpotable gI-oundwater during
drilling "

B. Mitigation and Monitoring

1. Use of monitoring wells

2. Impervious liners inc pits' .

3. Proper·~menting.of·wellcasings·

4. Use of blowoutpreventers ' '0, 'i

5. Design plant to limit escape of spills

C. Contacts

1. U.S. GepJogical Survey; . ,. '
2. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

,3. State water quality officials

VI. Geology

A. Potential Concerns

1. Subsidence: may result from withdrawal and injection of fluids

.2. Itiduced seismicIty: may'result from withdrawal. of fluids '

B. Mitigation and Monitoring

1. Reinjection of spen~ flui~s

2. Siting to avoid urban, agricultural, or industrial areas or important
natural habitats I.,' " . . .'

3. Establishment of benchmarks followed by Periodic le~eling surveys

4. Installation of microseismic monitors

5. Design' of facUitie's to 'Withstand •~arth tremors

6. Reduced pressure during reinjection

C.COntacts ) , .

1. U.S. Geological Survey

•
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VII. Solid Wastes

A. Potential Concerns

1. Slu()ge fI:om descaling treatments
j" ,;.: .•

2. llrilling wastes (mud, cuttings, etc.)
r " .• i : , -.~, '

3. Unsold by.products from H2S or other control systems

4. Wastesfrom:treating cooling water

5. Suspended soilds from fluids to be reinjected

B. Mitigation and Monitoring

.1. Haul wastes to' a landfill approved for the pUrpose .

2. Sell by-products when possible

3. Use nonhazardous materials when possible'"
>,

C. Contacts

.' 1. U.S. EnvironmentatProtectionAgency
. ., :.f ';',.' . ; '. _." .::' ~.. '.-', . , .

VIII. Cultural Resources

A. Potential Concerns

1. Destruction of historical, archaeological, or paleontological materials

2. Conflicts with native American religious sites

3. Reduction in flow of culturally significant hot springs and fumaroles

B. Mitigation and Monitoring

1. Careful site selection to avoid/minimize impacts

2. Surveys prior to construetion

3. Preservation of materials discovered

C. Contacts

1. State Office of Historic Preservation

2. Native American representatives/leaders

3. Colleges, universities, museums, historical societies

IX. Community Resources

A. Potential Concerns

1. Local population increase

2. Inadequate community services and facilities (schools, hospitals,
utilities, fire/police protection)



3. Impacts to transportation systems

a. Increased traffic volume

b. Construction (pipeline, transmission line) in roadways

4. Aesthetic effects (plume '.' visibnlty, facilities in' scenic and pristine
settings)

5. Noise (also see p. B-1) at residences, schools,hospitals,etc~

6. Land use changes (also see p. B-3). ; ,

B. Mitigation and Monitoring

1. Advanced ,planning to meet housing· needs and services required by
increased workforce

2. Carpooling, staggered work shifts to maintain existing traffic volume
.. ,'r;'; " " '. - '; .

3. Design of facilities (physical form, color) to complement the existing
environment

4. Cooperation with l~al'planning departments to ensurec~mpatibility of
land uses and to consider nuisances, such as odor or noise

C. Contacts

'.i ,1~ State, county; city .officials

2. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Dept. of Labor

" '

..
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